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STATE OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
500 BANKERS TRUST TOWER 
COLUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 
April 20, 1977 
MEMORANDUM 
Members of the General Assembly 
Legislative Audit Council 
TELEPHONE: 
803-758-5322 
Legislative Audit Council Summary of Data Reported 
Under the Fiscal Accountability Act for the Quarter 
October - December 1976. 
The Legislative Audit Council submits this Summary 
Report pursuant to the requirements of Act 561 as referred in 
Part One General and Permanent Laws of the Acts and Joint Reso-
lutions of the General Assembly of the State of South Carolina 
for 1976. 
This Report is designed to provide a summary of all 
the types of data now on file at the Legislative Audit Council. 
The Council is interested in hearing your comments 
on this Report or any other comments you may have on reports 
issued by the Legislative Audit Council . 
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S E C T I 0 N 0 N E 
I. INTRODUCTION 
A. During the twelve months since passage of the Fiscal Accountability 
Act, the Audit Council has learned a great deal about the informa-
tion producing capabilities in State Government and the information 
needs of the General Assembly. Millions of tax dollars are spent 
annually on the capture, transmission, processing, and storage 
of voluminous quantities of data. In spite of the State's large 
investment in information resources, virtually none of this data 
is systematically transformed into concise summary information that 
is useful to the General Assembly for oversight, evaluation, public 
accountability and planning purposes. The Fiscal Accountability 
Act addresses this problem. 
II. TYPES OF DATA ON FILE WITH THE AUDIT COUNCIL 
A. The Act required the Division of General Services to implement 
a state-wide system for the reporting of commodity purchasing 
activity based on agency purchase requisitions and purchase 
orders. The Division is required to submit to the Audit Council 
a report produced from this system. The system is discussed in 
Section Three. 
B. The Audit Council prepared manual forms which were distributed 
to each agency for reporting the information required in Section 4 
of the Act. The completed forms are on file at the Audit Council 
and the data is being analyzed. Most of the Tables in the follow-
ing pages contain summaries of this data. 
C. The State Personnel Division and the Audit Council staff developed 
a format for agencies to follow in preparing detailed organization 
charts. These organization charts show agency operational 
structure, supervisory relationships, and compensation rates for 
individual positions. The detailed charts are on file at the 
State Personnel Division. These charts provide a critical link 
in development of a totally computerized system for keeping this 
type of detail current in an economical manner. 
D. A useful achievement of the Accountability Act for the State has 
been in the area where expenditures are reported using computer 
tapes. The Audit Council has on file nine different 
types of reports containing information relating to agency expendi-
tures. These reports are all generated from a single computer 
data bank. Each of the twelve "Lump Sum" agencies with tape 
generating capability and the Financial Data-Processing Division 
of the State Auditor's Office prepared computer tapes in a uniform 
format. The tapes contain detailed records of each financial 
transaction in each State agency that is required to report under 
the Act. 
The tapes are used to build a central data bank, i.e., computer 
tapes stored at the Computer Section of the Division of General 
Services. The data from these tapes were merged into one computer 
file. From this central file the nine different types of reports 
were generated on computer printout. The format of each of these 
printouts was designed by the Audit Council staff. The Systems 
Analysts and Programmers from the Auditor's Office and the 
Division of General Services who worked on this project are to 
be highly commended for their work in developing a system 
in a very short time frame, which could produce the nine 
reports. In addition, the data-processing personnel in the 
twelve "Lump Sum" agencies provided helpful technical advice 
in designing the overall system. They then produced the 
tapes from their respective agencies in the correct format 
and in a remarkably short period of time. 
2 
I. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 1. Agencies Required to Report Under the 
Fiscal Accountability Act. 
A. 
B. 
133 Agencies were required to submit reports of their expenditures 
for the quarter October - becember 1976 in compliance with the 
Fiscal Accountability Act by January 31, 1977. However, 15 of 
these agencies are very small, mostly advisory councils, with no 
administrative capability. These agencies are reported through 
larger "parent" agencies. Therefore, there are 118 agencies 
listed in the first column of Table 1 which are involved in the 
actual submission of reports. 
The reports from the Commission for the Blind and the Arts 
Commission were not received in time for inclusion in the tables. 
A portion of the reports from the Department of Health and Environ-
mental Control were received prior to January 31, however, some 
of the DHEC reports were not received in time for inclusion in the 
tables. 
The table also reveals that several of the small boards and commis-
sions either did not submit reports or they did not submit them in 
time for inclusion in this printing. For the most part, these are 
licensing and examining boards which often do not have full-time 
administrative personnel; are staffed by volunteer professionals; 
and receive relatively small amounts of appropriated funds. A 
simplified system for capturing the expenditures of these agencies 
is being developed. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 1. 
A. Problem. The apparent simplicity of an alphabetical listing of the 
118 agencies identified as being required to comply with the 
Act is misleading. To the best of our knowledge, the State 
does not have a centrally located, automated system for recording 
and producing a complete, current list of full titles and addresses 
for all State agencies. This problem inhibited the communications 
that were necessary to implement the reporting procedures for the 
Act. 
B. Problem. The Public Service Authority did not submit an organization 
chart. An opinion has been requested from the State Attorney General. 




AGENCIES REQUIRED TO REPORT UNDER THE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
Reporting Agencies 
1. Accountancy~ Board of 
2. Adi utant General 
3. Adv. Bd. for Rev. of Foster Care of Child 
4. Adv. Council on Voc. & Tech. Education 
5. Aeronautics Commission 
6. Aging, Commission on 
7. Agriculture, Department of 
8. Alcohol & y_rug )\.buse, Comnuss10n on 
9. Alcohollc Beverage Control Comnussion 
10. Amencan Rev. B1centenn1a.l comnuss1on 
11 . Arch1 tectural Examiners, ooard ot 
lL. Archives q History, Department ot 
13. Arts Commission 
14. Attorney General 
15. Auditor's Office; includes: 
Finance Division 
Computer ~ysterns Management 
Financial Data Processing 
lo. Barber Examiners, Board of 
17. Bllnd, Commission tor the 
1~. Cemetery Board 
19. Children's Bureau 
20. Chiropractic Examiners, Board of 
21. Citadell The 
22. Clark Hill Authority 
j 23. Clemson Urnversity 
24. College of J::!:!arleston 
2~. C()IIIfJtroller .. Genera;! 
26. Confederate Rellc Room 
LJ. Consumer Affairs Department of 
1 2 8. Contractors ' Licensing Board 
Reports 






























































pliance Submitted = Y/No 
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TABLE 1 
AGEf\JCIES REQUIRED TO REPORT UNDER THE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
Reporting Agencies 
1 29. Corrections, Department of 
30. Cosmetic Art ExaminersL Board of 
31. Criminal Justice Acade~ 
32. Dairy Commission 
33. Deaf & Blind, School for the 
34. Dentistry, Board of 
35. Development Hoard, ::State 
36. Disaster Preparedness Agency 
37. Education, Department of 
38. Educational Television Commission 
39. Election Commission, State 
. .tO. Employment Security Commission 
41. Engineerif!& Examiners, Board o_!_ 
42. Env. Systems Operators, Bd. ot Cert. o:t 
43. Ethics Conmuss10n, State 
Financial Institutions Board of 
' 44. Achninistration 
I 45. Bank Examiners 
' 46. Consumer Finance 
! 4 7. Foresters_, Board of Registration for 
I 48. Forestry Commission 
49. Francis Marion College 
50. Funeral Services, Board of 
51. General Services, Division of 
Governor's Office: Divisions of 
52. Administration 
53. Economic Opportunity 
54. Health & Social Devel9~ment 
55. Health & Env. Control 2 DeEartment of 
56. Higher Education1 Commission on i 
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AGENCIES REQUIRED TO REPORT UNDER THE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
Reporting Agencies 
t;R Hi o-hw:w TlPn~ 
59. Housing: Authoritv State 
60. Human Affairs. Commission on 
61. Industrial Commission 
62. Insurance Commission 
63. John De La Howe School 
1 64. Judicial Department 
65. Juvenile Placement & Aftercare, Dept. o! 
66. Labor Department 
67. Land Resources Conservation CommlSSion 
68. Lander College 
69. Law Enforcement DIVISion, State (SLED) 
70. Library, S. C. State 
/1. Medical Exam1ners, Board of 
72. Medical University of S. C. 
73. Mental Health. Department of 
74. Mental Retardation, Department of 
75. Motor Vehicle Management, Division of 
76. MUseum Commission 
77. New Honzons Development Authon ty 
78. Nuclear Advisory CounCil 
79. Nursing, Board of 
80. Nursing Home Admin., Bd. of Exam1ners To 
81. Opportunity School, Wil Lou Gray 
82. Optometry & bpticianry, Board of 
Examiners in 
83. Parks, Recreation & Tourism, Dept. of 
84. Patriots' Point Development Autnorit)r 
85. Personnel Division, State 
86. Pharmaceutical Examiners, Board of I 
87. Physical Ther ., Bd. of Exam. & Regis. for I 
Reports 
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AGE.l\JCIES REQUIRED TO REPORT UNDER THE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILI1Y ACT 
Reporting Agencies 
88. Podiatrv Examiners Board of 
89. Ports AuthoritY. State 
90. Probation. Parole & Pardon Board 
91. Psvchology. Board of Examiners in 
92. Public Railways Commission 
93. Public Service Authority 
94. Public Service Commission 
95. Real Estate Commission 
96. Research & Statistical Services, Div. ot 
97. Residential Home Builders Commission 
98. Retirement System I 
9~). ~1-..tiLi tarians, Bd. of Examiners Tor Reg. 
00. Second Injury Fund 
01. Secretary of State 
02. Social Services. Deuartment of 
03. Social Worker Registration. Board of 
04. Speech Pathology & AudioloSN. Board 
of Examiners in I 
05. State College. South Carolina 
06. Status of Women. Commission on the 
~07. Tax Commission 
~08. Tech. & Comp. Ed., State Board of 
09. Treasurer's Office, State 
po. University of South Carolina 
111. Veterans Affairs, Department of 
112. Veterinary Examiners, BOard oT 
113. Vocational Rehabilitation. Dept. of 
114. Water Resources Commission 
115. Wildlife & Marine Resources, Dept. of 
116. Winthrop College 
117. Workmen's Comuensation Fund I 
Reports 
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AGb~CIES REQUIRED TO REPORT UNDER THE FISCAL ACCOUNTABILITY ACT 
Reporting Agencies 
! 118 Youth Services Department of 
Reports 
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C H A R T 1 
9 
GOVERNOR 
ACCOUNTANCY, BOARD OF 
ADJUTAilT GENERAL 
ADMliHSTRATION, DlV!SlON OF 
ADVISORY COUNCIL ON VOCATIONAL & 
TECHN l CAL EllUCA Tl ON 
AGING, COMMISSION OH 
aurm, COMI'IISSIOI~ FOR THE 
BUILIJHIG CODE COUNCIL 
t~fiNHC ZONE PLANNING & MANAGEMENT 
COLLEGE OF CHARLESTOa 
CONSUMEa AFFAIRS •. ~EPART:-IENT OF • 
COriTRACTORS' Ll WlS ltlG BOARD 
CORRECTIONS, DEPARTt1EAT OF 
COSMETIC ART EX.~'1 IrlERS, BOARD QF 
CRIMINAL JUSTICE ACADEMY 
llA!RY COMMISSION 
DEAF & BLIND. SCHOOL FOR 
DEiHl STRY, BOARD OF 
JE:VEJP."!E!H 3CARD. STATE 
~CIJ~IC JP?DRTU.mY, ~iVIS ION OF 
EL£Cil0fl CUI"J1ISSI0i'l. S7ATE 
. 
FORESTRY, COMMISSION ON 
INDUSTRIAL COMMISS !Ott 
LAW EMFORC81ENT DIVISION, STATE 
MEDICAL ~1!N£RS, BOARD OF 
MENTAL HEALTH, ~EPART1'1Ei~T OF 
MEiHAL RETARDATION, OEPARTM81T DF 
~URS~~G YO~E ADMINISTRATORS, BOARD OF 
EXAM IIERS ~·JR 
PHARi-4ACEUTl CAL EXAMINERS, SOARD OF • 
PODIATRY ~~INERS, BOARD OF 
PUBLIC RAILWAYS COMMISSION 
a~C!AL WORKER REGISTRA.T!ON, BOARD 
STATUS OF WOMEN, COM11 l SS ION 011 
'IETERAIIS AFFAIRS, DEPARTMENT OF • 
VETERiiiARY )!.ED!CAL EXAM!iiERS 30JAD 
WILDLIFE ~ ''AR!rlE RE30URCES 
YOUTH SERV :~s. DEPAR~."ENT OF 
------
EXECUTIVE/LEGISLATIVE 
ALCOHOL & DRUG ABUSE, COMMISSION 
Oil 
ARCHIVES & HISTORY, DEPARTMENT OF 
CHILDREN'S BUREAU • 
CITADEL THE 
EDUCATIONAL TELEVIS!Oi~ COMMISSION 
ETHICS COMI..,!SSION, STATE 
BOARD OF FINANCIAL liiST!TUTIOi1S 
CONSUMER F l 1~ANCE D !V !S I Oil 
BANK EXA11!N!NG DIV S ON 
FRANCIS MARION COLLEGe 
HEALTH & ENV!R. CONTROL, DEPT. OF 
COUi'lC l L FOR CONTROL OF ~iHA­
DONE PROGRAi1S FOR NARCOTICS 
HIGHER EDUCATION, COMMISSION ON 
HIGHWAY DEPARTMENT 
INSURANCE. DEPARTi18lT OF 
JOHt~ DE LA HOWE SCHOOL 
LANiJER COLLEGE 
LIBRARY, STATE 
MUSEUM CDf1M ISS l ON 
NUCLEAR ADVISORY COUNCIL 
~~f~6~H/OINT DEVELOPMENT 
TAX COMMISSION 




CL~RK HILL AUTHOR[f( 
CO~PUTER SYSTEJ'IS MANAGE;~ENT ;) !V. 
~!NANCE DIVISION 
GeNERAL SEilV!CES, DIViSION OF 
HOUSING AUTHORITY, STATE 
PE~SONNEL DIVISION 
RESEARCH 3. STATISTICS, Dl'/. OF 
RET! RE:'IENT SYSW1 
SECOtiD UIJURY FUND 
JUDICIAL 
JUDI Cl AL DEPARTI'EIT 
CONSTITUTIONAL 
AGRICULTURE, DEPARTMENT OF 
ATTORNEY GENERAL 
COMPTROLLER GENERAL 
SECRETARY OF STATE 
TREASURER, STATE 
CHART 1 
HOW STATE AGENCIES VIEW THE LINES OF 
AUTHORITY A:ffi ACCOUNTABILITY 
THIS CHART WA$ PREPARED BASED ON A QUESTIO!lNAIRE THAT 
WAS DISTRIBUTED TO 133 STATE AGENCIES IN llavE.MBER 1976. THE 
QUESTIONNAIRE ASKED THE AGENCIES TO DEFINE THEIR VI[~ OF THE 
LINES OF AUTHORITY AND ACCOUNTABILITY BE'fWEJ::N TliF.I'IS€LYES AIID 
THE EXECUTIVE, LEGISLATIVE AND JUDICIAL BRArlCHE$. JT WILL. BE 
USEFUL TO COMPARE THIS CHART WITH THE ORGANIZATION CHART OF 
STATE GOVERNMENT Wlt!CH IS !IEWG DEVELOPI!D BY THE REORGANIZATION 
COMMISSION AND WILL SOON BE AVAILABLE UNJER SEPARATE COVER. 
SPECIFICALLY, THE CIIIIRT ON TIIESE PAGES WAS PR[PARI:D f'ROM 
AGENCY RESPONSF.S TO rHE FOI.LOIIING SECTIONS OF TliE QUCSl'IONNAIRE, 
(l) CITE THE AGENCY'S ENABLING LEGISl.ATION. (2) CITE TO WHOM 
T:IE At;>.NCY OII!ECTOR IS DIRECTLY ACCOUNTABU. (3) CITE TO WrlOM 
TliE GC'/I:RN!NG !!CARD, C0~~·11SS!ON, OR COUNCIL IS DIRECTLY 
ACCOIJ:JTAI'<LE. 75% (101) Of fHE 133 rliJESTlONNAIRES \'ICRE ReTURNED 
IN rJI1E FOR INCLIJSlON IN THIS CHANT, 
TtiE RESPONDING AGENCIES PL.ACED THC:IISF.LVES l!ITO iHE SIX 
CATCGORlF.S OF DIRECT ACCOUNTABILITY DISPLAY!iD HERE; (l) THE 
Gt:NrRAt.. AssG·H~L v, (2) THE GovcRilOR, (3) fi~E ~liDGET '.;;o i.OtlTROL 
BoARD, (Q) me JuDICIAL !\RANCH. (5) rue CONSTITuTIONAl. OrFlCERS, 
AND ( 6) JOINT ACCOUNT AS! Ll TY TO TliE EXECUTIVE AflD LEG I SI.AT I VE 
BRi\flCiiES. 
,,STERIS~S lilDICATE AGENCIES 1·1110SE RePLY ;1AS NOT CLEAR. 
TIIER!ifORL THE tOCATION OF TiiESE AGENCit:S ON TliE CHART flAY 
:lOT ill! COHPI.UEL Y ACCURATE. 
GENERAL ASSEMBLY 
AMERfCAN REVOLuiiON BICENTENNIAL 
COMM SSION 
ARCHITECTURAL EXAMWERS, BOARD OF 
CLEMSON UNIVERSITY 
CONFEDERATE RELIC ROOM 
DISASTER PREPAREDNESS AGENCY 
EDUCATION, DEPARTJ'ENT OF 
EMPLOYMENT SECURITY COMMISSiON 
~~tlfr~UCATIOii TUITION GRANTS •-
LABOR, DEPARTMENT OF 
LAND RESOURCES COI1i'llSS!ON 
MEDICAL UHIVERSITY OF S. C. 
OPPORTUNITY SCI{OOL WIL LOU GRAY 
PARKS, RECREATION AND TOURISM 
PORTS AUTHORITY, STKTE 
PUBL! C SERVICE COMMl SS I Otl 
SOCIAL SERVICES, DEPARTMENT OF 
STATE COLLEGE, S. C. 
UN I·VERS lTY OF S . C • 
VOCATIONAL REHABILITATION, DEPARTMENT OF 
WINTHROP COLLEGE 




Please answer the following questions in the space prov idL'd, using :1 CL111t in-
uation sheet if necessary. Answers should be as accurate and complete as 
possible. Return the questionnaire to the Legislative Audit Council -
attention: James B. Petrus. Should questions arise and need clarification, 





1. Please cite your Agency's enabling legislation. ----------------------------
2. To whom is the Agency Director directly accountable? ____________________ _ 
3. Does this Agency have a governing Board/Commission or Council? ------
4. Who appoints the members --------------------------------------------
5. To whom is the governing Board/Commission or Council directly accountable? 
6. How many members are on the governing Board/Commission or Council? ----
Please cite the following for the members of the governing Boards, etc. 
NAME 
CHECK ONE 
VOTING MEMBER EX OFFICIO 
7. Has this Agency fostered any Internal Boards/Commissions or Councils? Do 
they oversee specific programs within the Agency? ____________________ _ 
B. If the Agency has fostered any Internal Boards/Commissions or Councils, 
what is the name of the Board/Commission or Council? -------------------
QUESTIONNAIRE (Continued) 
Please cite the following for the members of the Internal Boards, etc. 
CHECK ONE 
VOTING MEMBER EX OFFICIO 
9. Agency Comments----------------------------------------------------------
10. Please designate a member of your staff who will be responsible for clari-
fication of the responses and as a liaison officer between your Agency and 




I. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 2. Summary of Employee Positions for State Agencies. 
A. Time lag accounts for some of the differences between Column (8) 
and Column (9). The dash in Column (9) indicates that a record 
of the agency's employee positions is not maintained at the State 
Personnel Division. The difference in totals between Column (8) and 
Column (9) indicate that there are some 12,000 employee positions 
in the 118 agencies that are not reflected on the records of the 
State Personnel Division. Many of these, however, are temporary 
and part-time positions such as graduate and undergraduate student 
assistantships at the colleges and universities. Some agencies, such 
as the Ports Authority, are exempted by statute from the State Person-
nel records system. 
The symbol N/Rpt., means that either no reports were received or 
they were not received in time for inclusion. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 2. 
A. Problem. There are a number of problems which prevent the General 
Assembly from having an up-to-date accurate count of all State 
employee positions. Generally, the problems revolve around imprecise 
definitions of position types, too many types of exemptions, and the 
current failure to use the full capabilities of computers for keeping 
track of details which are useful to management but are extremely 
tedious and costly to be maintained manually. 
B. Problem. Under the law, agency organization charts were to be 
submitted to the State Personnel Division by January 15. About 50% 
of the agencies made this deadline. However, preparation and sub-
mission of the organization charts in the prescribed format was 
a challenging problem for many agencies and nearly all were received 
within a few days after the deadline. The following list shows 
agencies that had not submitted an organization chart as of March 9, 
1977. 
1. American Revolution Bicentennial Commission 
2. Barber Examiners, Board of 
3. Cemetery Board 
4. Chiropractic Examiners, Board of 
5. Dentistry, Board of 
6. Foresters, Board of Registration for 
7. Funeral Services, Board of 
8. Optometry and Opticianry, Board of Examiners in 
9. Podiatry Examiners, Board of 
10. Probation, Parole & Pardon Board 
11. Psychology, Board of Examiners in 
12. Public Service Authority 
13. Secretary of State 
14. Social Worker Registration, Board of 
15. Veterinary Examiners, Board of 





Accountancy, Board of 
TABLE 2 
SUMMARY OF EMPLOYEE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES PUBLIC SCHOOL TEACHERS) 
VACPNf POSITIONS FILLED POSITIONS 
(1) --- T2) (3) ·1! rn ----------CST- -~-~co;---- -----l7T~---- ·rs; ----- ---~----(9; 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacant! Unclassified Classified Total Filled 
Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions 
0 I 0 I 0 I! 1 I 0 I 1 
Temporary/ Grand Total 
Part Time of Positions 




o I 1 I ---
1Ad.utant General 0 2 2 0 73 73 2 77 73 
Achr. Rrt RP-..r. frn· Foster Care 0 0 0 0 5 5 0 5 6 
Adv._ Council Voc. & Tee. Ed. I 0 I 0 I 0 ! I 1 ! 1 I 2 I 0 i 2 I 2 
Aeronautics Commission I 0 I 3 I 3 II 1 I 24 I 25 l 0 I 28 l 29 
Adng,.Commission on I 0 I 0 I 0 II 0 ! 28 I 28 I 1 I 29 I 29 
A_gricult:ure, Dept. of I 0 1 18 ! 18 II 4 I 197 I 201 I 39 I 258 I 199 
Alcohol & Dn.1g Abuse I 0 I 3 I 3 II 1 I 77 I 78 I 2 I 83 81 
Alcoholic Bev. Control Comm. I 0 1 i 1 II 3 I - 50 
Amer. Rev. Bicentennial Comm .I N/R:pt. I _N/Rpt. N/Rpt. . n -N/Rpt. -- 1- --N/Rpt:-T - -NlRPt. - ! N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I 1 
Architectural Exam., Bd. oil 0 I 0 I 0 II 1 I 0 I 1-- -z- I 1 
Archives & History, Dept. o~ 0 I 8 I 0 l 127 ! 1:0 
Arts Commission I 12 i 1 I 13 II 37 I 24 l 61 I 1 i 75 I 75 
Attorney General I o I 11 I 11 II 17 I 103 I 120 I o I 131 I 143 




Computer Systems Mgmt. 1 I 1 
1 Financial Data Processin~ I _j 
1Barber Examiners, Bd. of N/Rot. N/_~t. NL_~t. N/Rot. N/Rot. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rft. I 5 I Blind, Commission for the , 0 7 1 7 1. 1 133 134 0 1 1 1 145 ____ _I 
1cemetery Board N/RPt.. ! N/Rot. NL_.lill_t. ' 1 N/RPt. ! N/RPt. N/RPt. N/Rpt. N/Rot -- l Children s Bureau 0 4 _!!- 1 1 26 2 7 0 31 31 
1
chiropractic Exam., Bd. of N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N1E12! 2 
Citadel, The I 0 15 15 216 1 337 553 0 568 5?~ 
Clark Hill Authority 0 0 0 · 1 , 2 3 0 3 3 
1
clemson University 5:1 14o Hs:, ~1 1,143 I 2,143 3,286 2 269 5 740 3 :3_'2_7_ 




!Comptroller General I 
Confederate Relic Room 
Consumer Affairs, Dept. of 
Contractors' Licensing Bd. 
1 
Corrections, Department of 
Cosmetic Art Exam., Bd. of 
Criminal-Justice Academy 
Dairy Commission 
I Deaf & Blind, School for 
Dentistry, Board ot 
Development Board, State 
Disaster Preparedness Agenc 
Education, Department of 
Educational Television Comm 
Election Commission, State 
Employment Security Comm. 
Engineering Exam., Bd. of 
Env. Sys. Oper., Bel. of Cert. of 
Ethl.CS COmml.SSl.On, State 




forester& Bd of Regis. for I 
IForestrv Commission ' I 
Francis Marion College I 
Funeral Services~ Bd. of I 
TABLE 2 
Sillf.JARY OF EMPLOYEE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES PUBLIC SQIOOL TEACHERS) 
VA~\~ POSITIONS FILLED POSITIONS 
(1) - -- (2) - {3) ( 4) (5) (6) (7) (8) --- (9) 
Unclassified Classified 
Positions Positions 
Temporary/ Grand Total Verified by 
Total Vacant Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time of Positions State Personnel 
Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) 1/25/77 
0 I 0 I 0 il 93 I 60 1 ') 1 3 1.56 I ]53 .. I II I I i 
I 
0 0 : 0 I 1 I 3 4 0 4 4 
0 I 3 I 3 1 i 20 21 1 25 I' 24 
0 ! 1 ! 1 1 5 6 0 7 7 ! 
6 I 46 I 52 68 1,531 1,599 10 1,661 1,641 
0 1 ! 1 1 6 7 1 9 8 
0 2 2 i 7 38 45 4 51 51 
0 I 0 : 0 I 1 7 8 0 8 ! 8 
1 ; 7 : 8 i 116 254 370 19 397 ' 380 
N/Rnt N/Rnt ! N/Rnt. N/Rnt. I N/Rnt N/Rnt N/Rnt N/Rnt I 
u 2 2 10 h9 79 3 8~ i 81 
0 3 3 I 1 ! 38 39 0 42 I 42 
0 I 50 50 1 954 955 50 1,055 l 970 
0 28 28 2 339 341 0 369 342 I 
0 1 1 1 10 11 1 13 12 I 
0 140 140 4 1,105 1,109 0 1,249 I 1, 305 I 
0 I 0 0 1 3 4 1 5 I 5 I I I u ! u u I 1 1 2 2 4 4 I 
0 ! u u II l 1 'L 0 2 2 
: ! I I ' 12 I 
0 ! 0 0 I 0 ! 0 D ~ _l I ___. 
0 I 1 i 1 1 i 1 I 23 24 0 2') I I -I 
0 0 0 I' l I 7 8 0 R 1---
N/Rnt I N/Rnt N/Rnt i! N/Rnt N/Rnt. N/Rnt 1 N/Rnt I N/Rnt ' --·- \ 




4 ! 2 6 I, 121 130 251 i 17 ' 274_ --1----




Sut+fARY OF IM'LOYEE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES PUBLIC So-roL TEACHERS) 
VACANf POSITIONS FILLED POSITIONS 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) 
Temporary/ 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacant Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time 
Age ncr Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions Positions 
General Services, Div. of 0 I 29 I 29 1 524 525 7 
Governor's Office 
Div. of Administration 1 14 15 8 183 191 9 
Economic Opportunity 0 4 4 u LJ_ 21 0 
Health & Social Dev. 0 3 3 2 41 43 3 
Health & Env. Control.(DHEC) 1 309 310 27 3,190 3,217 84 
Higher Education, Comm. on 0 : 2 2 5 12 17 1 
Higher Ed, Tuition Grants 0 0 0 1 5 6 1 
Highway Department 0 756 756 3 6,045 6,048 75 
Housing Authority, State 0 3 3 1 13 14 0 
Human Affairs, Comm. on 0 3 3 1 43 44 4 
Industrial Commission 0 2 2 I:S I 52* 60 2 
Insurance Department 0 5 -s l 109 llU 2 
John De La Howe School 0 3 3 l.:S .)_j bb 2 
Judicial Department 82 4l lZ4 65 60 125 2 
Juvenile Placement & After. 0 0 0 1 34 35 4 
I T.;:~hor Deoartment 0 12 12 1 116 117 0 
Land Resources Cons. Comm. 0 6 6 1 55 56 0 
Lander College 2 9 11 122 100 222 170 
Law Enforcement Div. State 0 10 10 0 278 278 3 
Librarv S. C. State 0 3 3 1 42 43 0 
Medical Examiners. Bd. of N/Rnt. N/Rnt. N/Rnt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
Medical Universitv of S. C. 34 360 394 1,079 3,582 4,661 378 
Mental Health Deot. of 22 352 374 122 4,430 4 552 123 
Mental Retardation. DeoL of 3 198 201 72 3,063 3,135 15 
Motor Vehicle Mg~. Div. of 0 0 0 1 8 9 0 
M!-lseum Comm:i,ssion _Q 1 1 1 3 4 0 ~_j---~ - ----
* Two positions not paid by Industrial Commission. 
(8) (9) 
Grand Total Verified by 
of Positions State Personnel 
(3 + 6 + 7~ 1/25/77 
I 
561 543 ~ 
I 
215 208 1 ! 
25 25 I 
49 49 
3,611 3,459 
20 20 i 
7 6 I 
6,879 6,057 
17 13 i 
51 47 i 
64 62 
117 TI9 I 
7l 71 
251 137 I 
39 . 39 
129 117 
62 57 ' 
403 222 
291 288 I 
46 46 
N/Rot. -4-
I 5 433 4.978 
5,049 5 101 
3,_351 3.434 : 
9 10 I 




SutvfvlARY OF EMPLOYEE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES PUBLIC SGIOOL TEACHERS) 
VA~~ POSITIO~S FILLED POSITIONS 
[l 2 (3 (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
Temporary/ Grand Total Verified by 
Unclassified Classifiec Total Vacant Unclassified Classified Total Filled Part Time of Positions State Personnel 
Agency Positions Positions ~'ositions ' Positions Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) =-1'-/=-ZJ~.-/~7:..._:7~---
1 I I I I 
New Horizons Dev. Au 0 0 0 0 1 t----- 1 ; 0 1 
0 0 0 il 1 1 I 2 : 0 I 2 i 2 
1 Nursing, Board of [ 0 I 0 o II 1 i 12 I 13 ~~ [ .... "o,_,_l · - i3 I 13 
Nursing Home Administrators i 0 I 0 0 II 0 1 1 T 1 i - (J- 1- 1 1 
L ' 
Opportunity _School i 1 I 3 4 [I - 32 j 43 I 75 ! 3 I 1::!2 ! 79 
Onrr.mPrrv f:. Onriciannz: __ Bd. l N/Rpt. J N/Rpt. N/Rpt. Jl N/Rpt. i N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. : N/Rpt. _ I N/Rpt. I 1 
I I>Arks_ RP.r. & Tr.nri !':m DPnr. ! _Q_ I 28 28 ( i 1 384 I 385 19 I 432 I 414 
Patri r.t.'suPoint nev- Auth- i 1 4 5 w· 10 35 I 45 8 I 58 I 36 ! -
I Personnel Division. State 1 0 ! 5 --~--- 5 J i 1 i 112 1 113 ~--=-~ __ Q_-=-::--[_----11~_ 116 
Pharmaceut ica 1 Exam. Bd. ! 0 I 0 ---T- -- 0 1 1 1 2--~ ,--- 0 l- 2 [ 2 
Phvsical Therauists ! 0 I 0 0 - If- -- 0 I 0 J 0 0 0 -j 
Podiatrv Exam .• Board of N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. N/Rpt~ __ ![ __ N/B-pt._ _i __ N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. :- N/Rpt. -; N/Rpt. : 
I Ports AuthoritL....State I 0 3 3 :I 0 ; 550 J 550 0 1 553 
IProbation.Parole&Pardor-Bdl _ _N[Rpt-.--1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. !! N/Rpt. N/Rpt. \ _N/RJif~~I_ __ N/Rpt. j __ }J___L_Rp_t. 
Psvchologv. Bd. of Exam. in I N/Rpt. N/RPf_---.---NJRpt.--ir---NlRpt. ! ---N/Rpt. -~- N/Rpt. N/Rpt. J N/Rpt. 
258 
I 
Public R~ilwa s Connnission I 1 0 1 28 - 0 I 29 
Public Service Authority 1 N Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt, N/Rpt. ~ 
1 Public Service Connnission I 0 5 5 , ' 0 124 124 l 0 ____ 1 ____ 129 I 128 
'' I I 
11 
I 
Real Estate Commission -~ 0 0 0 1 10 11 
.Research & Statistical Serv.! 0 4 4 1 29 30 36 
1
: Residential Home Builders ! N/Rpt. 1 N/ Kpt. : N/Rpt. , N/Rot. : N/Rot. N/Rot. : N/Rpt. t N/R~t. ;____ _....,..4...,--__ 
1
Retirement System 0 1 1 ' 0 ! 76 76 · 6 8 _; 
[Sanit., Bel. of Exam. for Reg. _ 0 0 I 0 ' 0 ' 0 0 · 1 1 1 -+-------- ====::___ __ 
j~econd Injury Fund ;-- 0 1 0 ; 0 1 6 7 : 0 : 7 _ ; _ _ _ __._ _ _ 
;secretary of State , Nl~t. 1 Nl~t. , N/~t. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt.. -!-------- _1..._.9'-----
ISocial Services, Dept. of 0 i 363 I 363 ' 1 1 4 032 4,033 1 18 ' 4,4H -nf ____ !+ ..... ,~4-2~3 __ _ 




Speech Pa tho1ogy & Audiology 
State College, S. C. 
!Status of Women, Comm. on 
Tax Commission 
TABLE 2 
St.M4ARY OF EMPLOYEE POSITIONS FOR STATE AGENCIES (EXCLUDES PUBLIC SaiOOL TEACHERS) 
VACANT POSITIONS FILLED POSITIONS 
(3) (4) csJ (6) (7) c~r- --·· ----r~rr~ 
Unclassified Classified Total Vacantj Unclassified 
Positions Positions Positions 
1 
Positions 
o I 1 I 1 o 
7 14 21 . I 259 
o . I o I o II o 
Temporary/ Grand Total Verified by 
Classified Total Filled Part Time of Positions State Personnel 
Positions Positions Positions (3 + 6 + 7) ~1/~2~5~/~7~7 ______ _ 
I o I 1 l 1 621 . 64 706 ; 650 -~ 362 
0 0 
0 rr-··-1···· ·u·-··1 ····o 
1'\ ""' 111 I J)f,f, I 10 I 612 I 599 I 
Tech.&Como.Ed •• StateBd.of! 73 I 104 I 177 II 1.245 I 1.: 
Veterinary Exam., Board of I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. I! N/Rpt. i N. 
TOTALS 
T I I 
1 NlRot. - no reports were received or they were not received in t me for inclus on. ., 
-- - the dash indic~tes that the employee positions in these agencies are 10t carried on the personn~l records a the State Pe~sonnel Division., 
T ! 
I i I 
_ i I i 
I I I "T 
I 





TOTAL EXPENDITURES REPORTED FOR EAGI AGENCY CARRIED ON COMPUTER RECORDS FOR TI1E QUARTER OCTOBER - DECEv!BER 1976 





1. AccountanG.~·::u;.d of ---~---L____3_._420.51 
2. Adjutant General I 429.547.51 
3. Adv. Bd. for Rev. Foster Care of Children I 16,694.71 ! 
4. Adv. Council on Voc. & Technical Ed. I 16, 331.86 . 
5. Aeronautics Commission I 255,568.26 i 
6. Aging~ Commission on I 143.918.47 
7. A riculture I 
8. Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Commission on 
$ Amount 
Expended 
This FY _ .. Reporting Agencie~-~ ________ _ 
27. Consumer Affairs, Department of 
II 28 Contractors' Licensing Board 
! 29. Corrections Deoartment of 
30 Cosmetic Art Examiners Board of 
! 31 Criminal Justice Academy 
32. Dairv Commission 
33. Deaf & Blind. School for the 




























10. American Rev. Bicentennial Commission I 30,785.61 1 lr 36. !155,510.92 
11. Architectural Examiners, Bd. of 3,620.06 I 37. I 8,920,153.83 i 
12. Archives & History, Department of 311,151.57 38. Educational Television Commission 1 2,012,810.95 
13. Arts Commission 330,529.84 1 .39. Election Commission, State __ [ 609,486.45 i 
14. Attorney Genera] 1 701,690.81 1 ! 40. Employment Security Commission j 3,88~,553.21 j 
115. Auditor's O~fice; i~_cludes: ! 458 , 499:og I 
1
:41. Engineering Examiners, Board of · 31,639.17 · 
1 Finance Division I I !42. Env. Systems Oper., Bd. of Cert. of J 9,123.87 
' Computer Systems Management I ~~43. Ethics Commission, State ~-----!_?_,914.59 
Financial Data Processin 1 1 Financial Institutions, Board of _______ _ 1 
1l6. Barber Examiners Board of 12 488.83 !144, Administration -~-- 1,859.68 l 
!17. Blind, Commission for the I 801,892.47 -i145. Bank Examiners ' ___ ?__?,618.16 1 
118. Cemetery Board i 486.20 146. Consumer Finance · 3n, 592 • 77 
\19. Children's Bureau 1 87,302.69 (147, Foresters, Board of Registration -for -T------- 31.20 1 
120. Chiropractic Examiners, Board of 1, 738.32 jl48. Forestry Commission _ ---i--~J:_.2.SOZ_,)80. 76 , 
/21. Citadel, The 2,987,494.00 1149, Francis Marion College -----f_l_,._OZ5,165,72 
;22. Clark Hill Authority 22, 617.92 ~jso. Funeral Services, Board of 1 _h 844 · 6 7 
;23. Clemson University 17,967,965.78 1~51. General Services, Division of ----+-_§,04.0,114.9~ 
'24. College of Charleston 2,924 2286.93 ! Governor's Office: Divisions~L-~-+-------------- : 
!25. Comptroller Gen~ral 346,121.56 .152. Administration . ---+h012,151.48 t 







TOTAL EXPE~DITURES REPORTED FOR EACH AGENCY CARRIED ON COMPUTER RECORDS FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER - DEC~ffiER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
$ Amount 
Expenced 
Reporting Agencies This Q!r. 
54. Health & Social Development I 242,841.62 I 
55. Health & Env. Control, Dept. of · 12,353,731.57 ' 
: 56. Higher Education, Commission on 121,276.39 i 
1 57. Higher Ed., Tuition Grants Committee I 23,701.15 i 
58. Highway Department I 43,690,635.75 
1 
59. Housing Authority, State I 62,615.89 l 
60. Human Affairs, Commission on : 161,964.79 i 
61. Industrial Commission I 225,346.32 
62. Insurance Commission I 617,871.17 I 
63. John De La Howe School 666.49~ 
I 64. Judicial Department I 688,167.13 r 
I 65. Juvenile Placement & Aftercare Dept. 1 117,835.34 : 
1 
66. Labor Department ! 459,196. 70 , 
7. Land Resources Conservation Comm. i 229,619.34 1 
68. Lander Colle e 2,017,506.71 ' 
1 69. Law Enforcement Division, State (SLED 1,050,498.93 1 
1 70. Library, S. C. State 1 165,948.28 
I 71. Medical Examiners, Board of 25,322.95 
\ 72. Medical University of S. C. i 20,064,489.87 ' 
i 73. Mental Health, Department of 1 13,324,737.37 
I 74. Mental Retardation, Department of 10,532,431.32 
I 75. Motor Vehicle Management, Div. of 196,209.81 
1 76. Museum Commission 33,66 7.10 
77. New Horizons Development Authority 3,605.53 
78. Nuclear Advisory Council 9,111.62 
79. Nursing, Board of 54,284.32 
80. Nursing Home Adm., Bd. of Exam. for 2,459.32 






Reporting Agencies Th::.s Qtr. 
!J 83. Parks, Recreation & Tourism, Dept. of I 2,386,516.54 
' I 
i 84. Patriot's Point Development Authority: 530.54 
:; 85. Personnel Division, State l 363,322.78 1 
\, 86. Pharmaceutical Examiners, Board of I 11,374.87 
1 
· 87. Physical Ther., Bd. Exam. & Reg. for 428.94 
i: 88. Podiatry Examiners, Board of 79.52 
89. Ports Authority, State (1) 
1: 90. Probation, Parole & Pardon Board 634,374.68 
II 
91. Psychology, Board of Examiners in 825.22 
1 92. Public Railways Commission (1) 
93. Public Service Authority (1) 
94. Public Service Commission 448,424.22 
! i 9 5. Real Estate Commission 54, 384. 01 
i 96. Research & Statistical Services, Div. of 94,604.64 
i\ 97. Residential Home Builders Commission . 29,111.70 
1
; 98. Retirement System 243,583.30 
, 99. Sanitarians, Bd. of Examiners for Reg.. 246.46 
I - ·----------~~~~ 
1 ~00. Second Injury Fund 25,967.86 :[01. Secretary of State 60,552.64 
1[02. Social Services, Department of 10,344,531.33 
,103. Social Worker Registration, Ed. of 159.27 
1 ~04. Speech Pathology & Audiology, Bd.Exam. 895.46 
~05. State College, S. C. (1) 
\~06. Status of Women, Commission on the 860.08 
107. Tax Commission 2,181,989.46 
_,t08. Tech. & Comp. Ed., State Board of __ 8,910,076.5~ 
J09. Treasurer's Office, State _ _________ _ 145,586. ~~---~ 
10. University of South Carolina 25,543,286.51 
~11. Veterans Affairs, Department of 57,484.29 -· 
tape generating capability. -----
82. Optometry & Opticianry, Bd. Exam. in 5,092.50~-------







TOTAL EXPENDITIJRES REPORTED FOR EAO! AGENCY CARRIED ON COMPUTER RECORDS FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER - DECBvffiER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
$ Amount 
Expended 
Reporting Agencies This Qtr. 
3,157.22 ! 
of 3,814,479.92 ~ 
218 284.91 ! 
3 063 728.67 . 
ii~ ~!~~~~P c~!l~ge 2, 643 505. 64 ;-
:'sm ensation Fund 57:555.43 j 
118. Youth Services, Department of 2,296,556.94 ! 











































I. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 3. Summari:: of Agencl Travel Activit;· anJ 
Expenditures. 
A. Section 4 (1) of the Fiscal Accountability Act requires 
agency to provide to the Audit Council 
A statement of expenditures for air travel 
and other public transportation, mileage, per 
diem and subsistence in the previous quarter 
and the persons to whom such expenditures were 
paid. 
each 
Table 3 summarizes the data provided. It gives a breakdown of the 
State's travel expenditures by source of fund, shows how many people 
were reimbursed for travel expenses, and segregates information con-
cerning air travel. The new reporting requirements imposed signifi-
cant changes on the way various agencies record travel data, but the 
majority of agencies were able to adjust their systems to meet the 
requirements. 
The Comptroller General's Office is studying a possible rev1s1on of 
the State's travel voucher. The new voucher could capture the data 
required by the Accountability Act when the voucher is processed 
through the Comptroller's computerized procedures. 
B. Amounts for Clemson University and the Department of Social Services 
are not included in the Table body proper because of difficulties 
encountered in revising their procedures to record all the necessary 
raw data and then enter it into their computerized accounting systems. 
Mental Health is separate because of a computer programming problem 
which caused the total of their expenditures to be out of balance with 
their totals for "Source of Funds." 
C. Columns (5) and (6) compare agency totals with the Comptroller General's 
records. In most instances these figures are reasonably close. 
Generally, differences are attributable to time lags. The figures 
for the Employment Security Commission differ by more than $100,000 
because the Commission is not required under the Act to report expendi-
tures of Federal funds to the Audit Council. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 3. 
A. Problem. The State currently has no budget code classification for 
promotional activities (banquets, conventions, etc.). For this 
reason, expenditures of this nature are often recorded under Class 202, 
Travel. The combining of these dissimilar expenditure types in the 
budget and Appropriation Act is possibly misleading to analysts, 
decision-makers, and others who attempt to use the information. 
Further, it appears that these types of expenditures are sometimes 
recorded under the Transaction Class 207 (Other, Contractual Services). 
Although this is apparently a minor definitional problem, depending 
on its scope, it could distort State-level budgetary analysis. 
The Audit Council recently sent a survey to the agencies which 
addresses this problem. 
24 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF AGENCY TRAVEL ACTIVITY A\lD EXPE.\TDITURES (SCLAC FORM 6) 
(Note: Expenditures shown for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8) (9) 
No Persons Total Total Total Cost Quarter Computer SOURCE OF FUNDS 
Receiving Number Cost of of Other Total Tape Qtr. (From SCLAC Form 6) 
Agency Reimbursement Air Trips Air Trips Travel Exp. (3) + (4) Total State Federal Other 
Accountancy, Board of 5 I 3 392.00 1,461.59 ! - 1,853.59 -~944:57 1,853.59 Ol Oj 
Adiutant General 4 0 0 535.54 535 54 535 54 535 54 0 0! 
Adv. Bd for Rev. of Foster Care Chil N/Rnt ; N/Rnt. N/Rot NlRPt N/Rnt 2. 986 16 N/Rnt N/Rot N/Rot 
1 
Adv.C:nnnr.ilonVoc&T_ec. Educatim 12 10 1 1693.00 3 744.15 I 5.437.15 4.023 77 0 5.437,15 0 
Aeron.qutics Commission 33 4 490.00 6 913.16 I 7 403 16 6 493.49 7 403.16 0 Oi 
A2:in2: Commission on 55 10 1 156.00 9 122.45 10 278.45 9 771.60 2 570.09 7 708.36 Oi 
A~riculture, Dep_;:t_r.tm~!lt of 181 15 4~409.73 51 957.33 56,_367.06 49 488.33 42 088.88 0 14 278.18J 
Alcohol&DrugAbuse. Comm. on 95 11 1 538.00 13 316.03 I 14,854.03 17.688.80 I 3.760.70 11 093.33 01 
Alcoholic Beverage Control Comm. 31 0 0 4,181.50 4~181.50 4 181.50 4 181.50 0 o! 
~ lAmer. Rev. Bicentennial Comm. 11 2 218.00 1,025.26 1 243.26 1 900.30 0 1 099.84 143.42 
Architectural Examiners~ Bd. of 6 1 134.00 586.57 720.57 496.17 720.57 0• 0 
Archives & History, Dept. of 50 16 2.l_788.66 ! 8,581.81 ll,370.47 11,972.66 8,943.32 2,427.151 01 
Arts Commission · N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. i N/Rpt. 18,455.55 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I 
Attorney General's Office 55 1 12 2,149.72 1 7,031.13 9,180.85 35,049.98 ! 7,139.99 1,068.01' 972.85 1 
Auditor's Office 37 7 1,318.00 5,670.08 6,988.08 8,098.82 6 988.08 0 0 1 
(/) (/') Barber Examiners, Board of N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 2,361.12 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
Blind, Commission for the N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 26,923.17 ' N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
Cemetery Board 4 ! 0 0 , 222. 20 222.20 122.20 222. 20 0 0' 
Children s Bureau 23 3 5~Y.:.!) 5,664.02 , 6,263.27 6,055.62 ! 5,736.27 527.00 0 1 
Chiropractic Examiners, Bd. of N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. ! N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 573.27 N/Rpt. ! N/Rpt. 
1 
N/Rpt. j 
Citadel, The ~l i 45 ' o,uz.uu 11 990 00 18 122.00 22 10'i 33 17 854 00 · 268.00 0· 
Clark Hill AuthoritY 10 0 0 I 1 439.15 i 1 439.15 964 16 1 439.15 I 0' a; 
_Clemson Universitv 1 730 N}Rpt. N/Ri>t. N/Rpt. See Below 346 273 76 1 See Below I Seg__jidu~~--~ 
College of Charleston 107 75 8 620.83 15 421.36 24 042.19 25 312 47 1 16 159.99 ! 796.31/ 7, 
Comptroller General 3 0 0 I 1,416.38 1.416.38 1.416.38 I 1,416.38 I a: 0 
-l 
> 
-·l > rn -o ( 
0 
;:o 
0 " 1 











SU!'-1\~\l~Y OF AGE:\CY TRI\VE!.J ACTI\' A\J:!J (SCLAC FOft\1 6) 
(Note: Expenditures shown for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(l) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (9) 
Persons Total Total TotaL Quarter Cornputer 
\Jumber Cost of Other Qtr. 
Agency Reimbursement Air Trips Air Trips (3) + (4) Total State Federal Other 
I Confederate Relic Room ! 1 1 1 63.00 I 130.35 i 193.35 428.19 193.35 1 
I Consumer Affairs, Department of ; 14 2 524.00 , 1, 588.92 ' 112.92 2 009.39 2 112.92 
Contractors' Licensing Board [ 8 0 0 2,137.69 137.69 2 537.45 I 2,137.69 i Q 0 
Corrections De artment of 212 25 176.00 32,932.23 37 108.23 35 880.45 ' 26,066.24 
1 
8,818.9~ 2,223.00 
Cosmetic Art Examiners, Board of 8 1 290.00' 7,573.96 7,863.96 8,209.94 7,863.96 U 0 
Criminal Justice Academy II 28 7 I 1,157.44: 6,889.37 ' 8,046.81 7,841.95 i 0 I a: 8,046.81 
i Dairy Commission , 14 0 1 0 I 3,671.34 I 3,671.34 3,371.34 3,671.34 ' 01 Q 
/Deaf & Blind, School for the : 39 
1 
1 I 348.00 4,344.58 
1 
4,692.58 0 2,201. 74 : 2,310.80; 180.04 
Dentistry, Board of i N/Rpt. ' N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. N/Rpt. ' N/Rpt. 5, 212.89 I N/Rpt. N/Rpt. . N/Rpt. 
Development Board, State : 57 57 ; 17,700.54 38,776.54 56,477.081 65,863.18: 56,477.08 0' 0 
I Disaster Preparedness Agency I 25 5 I 685.00 I 6,520.41 7,205.41 I 6,270. 71 I 1,576.69 5,384.16 244.56 
Education, Department of . 299 , 67 10,282.00 1 94,825.60 105,107.60 102,897.10 76,588.54 27,069.33: 1,449.73 
1
!' Educational Television Comm. l 162 : 100 j 16,228.00 1 31,164.00 l 47,392.00 1 52,902.23 
1 
24,016.00 : 2,102.00 21,274.00 
. Election Commission, State , 7 I 0 ' 0 j 1,377.87 i 1,377.87! 804.81 1 1,377.87 0 Q 
I Employment Security Comm. (1) i 3 0 0 
1 
1,633.88 1,633.88! 115,075.30 i 1,102.14 531.74, 0 
En ineerin Examiners Board of 1 6 0 0 I 457.87 ' 457.87! 1,378.73 457.87 0 _ q 
Env. S s. 0 er., Bd of Cert. of 13 0 0 256.17 256.17 225.66 : 256.17 1 0 ____ ---::< 
Ethics Commission, State ' 7 3 I 1,018.00 1,081.35 2,099.35 1,624.35 : 2,099.35 --0_ a 
Financial Institutions, Bd. of ! 33 1 : 136.00 1 32,767.94 32,903.94 J 32,480.03 32,903.94 fOTAL OF 3 !JIVISIONS ' 
Foresters, Bd. of Regis. for 
1 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt.! N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 0 I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
'!Forestry Commission 'I 114 3 ' 4. 0 2 ,3 5.16 26,739.16 I 36,966-:1f81 16,164.55 10,574JJj__ 0 
Francis Marion College 85 10 I 1,413.00 14,436.02 15,849.02 i 15,063.83 I 15,849.02 
1 
() () 
Funeral Services, Board of 11 5 90 .00 3,113.51 4,017.51 I 3,237.61 t 4,017.51-: 'o' . a 
General Services, Division of 92 1 36,934.50 38,642.50 j 35,911.25 i 35,907.04! i2.9_4~-Z~662.5Z 
--------'----------------~-------...:.1_______ "'' ,. . -·-
Agency 
TABLE 3 
SUMMARY OF AGENCY TRAVEL ACI'IVITY MTIJ EXPE~TDITURES (SCLAC Fom-,1 6) 

























(7) (8) (9) 
SOURCE OF FUNDS 
( FramscLAL:-.Foim- -o) 
State Federal Other 
~~~overnor's Office: Divisions of I 
N ..._, 
Administration 144 59 I 6.887.00 I 33.139.33 I 40.026.33 I 39.189.62 : 4.956.13 I 35_.QI0_.20l 0 
Health & Social Developme11t 104 l 16 J 2,122.00! U~99?_._!1.4_i __ ml4.117_.__42 _ __l 12.762.56 [_____2_._429.72 I 5.798.501 2.889---l(J 
Economic 0 21 I 12 1 485.00 i 4 897.31 6 382.31 6 235.26 I 1 6 1.,85 I 4.719.461 a 
Health & Env. of_ N/'R,pt. N/RI>_t. N'/Rpt. I N/Rpt_. L _N')Rpt_.__ _4_4]_.2_Q9.:l.2 __ ,~~j_B.Q_t. N/Rot. N/RDt 
Higher Education, Commission on I 36 ! 1 I 94.00 l 5,070.95 i 5,164.95 I 2,981.12 ! 5,068.45 i 96.501 0 
Higher Ed .• Tuition Grants Comm.l 2 1 388.00 459.08 I 847.08! 759.98 I 847.08! ol 
High\V§J.Y Qepartment I 1,316 ! 7 I 719.63 :~-:023. 165, 743.19--l 174,358.98 0 I ol165. 743.19, 
Housing Authori~~!:~ j_ 8 I 3 I 328.00 ! 3~~?_6_._?_11 __ :!._1750.03 I 3,252.25 I 604.261 a 
Human Affairs, Commission on I 84 I 26 l 2,574.00! 9,819.08 I 12,393.08 I 12,291.73 i 3,338.08 I 9,055.00l Q 
Industrial Commission I 22 ! 3 l 471.00 r 2,952.91 ! 3,423.91 I 9,171.17 i 3,423.91 ' Ol 0 
Insurance Commission I 35 I 21 l 5,174.00 I 6,528. 74 I 11,702.74 I 13,760.22 r--il,3§4. 01 __ 308.00! 
John De La Howe School 681.22 1 -- 681:22 0 l 681.22 ; 0[ _ __ _Q 
Judicial Department --r- ------123-~-~---------1~--1 351.00 I s:r~103~4I-r-:sz-,454.4I I ,658.45 I 51,847.07 I 607.34! 0 
Juvenile Placement & Aftercare ~- --:3~~ - 29~ 1,991-:lf0! ___ 15~2Y:L51;_l __ l7~-2():3:541 16,105.29 I 15,266.49 I .1_1_937.05' o; 
Labor Depart:niet:l.t____ --r 77 22 1 4,353.00 1 41,741.12 1 46,094.T2T-46,227.06 1 26,036.72 16,059.06! 3,998.34: 
LancCR.esources Conservation Comm 20,872.72 T-I9~T93.7? ~----·615.761 123.92i 
Lander Co ege 21,92 . 89 13,461.71 ! 0 0, 
~E_nfur_cem_e,nt_Div.LState (SLED , 4.352.00 , 35.173.01 1 46.665~L_!___3a._1_3l.26 L39L75L a: 
Library, s. c. State I 13 I 1 I 70.00 I 879.09 I 949.09 ! 949.09 I 949.09 I oi __ Jll 
Medical Examiners. Board of I N/Rot. I N/Rot. N/Rot. l N/Rot. I 1. 804.40 I _ _NfR_p_t. l N/RoL .-' _ N/Ro t. 1 
Medical University of s. c. I 733 .I 389 I 72,712.85 I 115.069.80 I 187.782.65 I 202.705.75 I 103.506.88 I 26.382.61_; 57.893.10: 
j Mental Health, Dept. of I 735 0 0 I See Below See Below 101 566.94 See Below __ j __ §.~-~-Belowp_e_E:__~elC?_~:Jj 
Mental Retardation, Dept. of 1 397 18 3,058.00 22,989.00 26,047.00 25.966.42 17._()Q3.QQJ___]_.~44.00 0, 





OF TRAVEl... A\JD EXPE\:DITURES (SCLAC FORM 
(Note: Expenditures shown some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) ( 















(7) (8) (9} 
SOL~CE OF 
(Fi·om SCL\C Fonn 6) 
State Federal Other 
' r 8 i 3 331.00 2.361.83 2.692.83 2.692.83 · a· o I Museum Commission 
I New Horizons Development Auth. 1 1 0 : --. 0 'io4.05 1 '104.05 I 'z22.0s I 104.05 01 0 
2.636.03 
Nuclear Advisory Council 1 I 2 I 180.00 498.92 I 678.92 I 1,191.56 I 678.92 : ol () 
Nursing~ Board of 13 I 4 I 512.00 I 2,423.20 2,935.20 I 2,082.22 i 2,935.20 : Ol Q 
Nursing Home Adm., Bd. of Exam. for 9 l 0 0 ' 343.00 343.00 I 71.04 343.00 : o; 0 
Opportunity School (2) 15 2 140.00, 597.66 737.66 I (2) ' 737.66 01 0 
Optometry & Opticianry Board 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 2,112.61 ; N/Rpt. : N/Rpt. l N/Rpt. 
Parks, Rec. & Tourism, Dept. of I 131 ' 28 , 4,790.95 27,114.70 I 31,905.65 I 32,977.56 15,410.22 1 159.96 16,335.47, 
r Patriots' Point Dev. Authority j 14 . 0 1 0 I 850.10 850.10 1 0 678.70 1 171.401 0 I Personnel Division, State 63 : 10 1 956.00 6,311.17 7,267.17 I 8,352.33 1 3,650.92 I 2.887.301 728.95, 
'Pharmaceutical Examiners, Bd. of 9 1 1 1 175.00 , 878.60 1,053.60 I 1,348.30 · 1,053.60 I 01 Q 
Physical Ther., Bd of Exam. & Reg, fo 6 0 1 0 : 280.40 , 280.40 ! 155,40 I 280.40 I O: 0' 
Podiatry Examiners, Board of NlRpt. I N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I 0 I N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. i N/Rpt. j 
Ports Authority, State (1) , N/ A I N/ A N/ A N/ A N/ A ! N/A J N/A \ N/A I N/A 
I I l i 
Probation Parole & Pardon Board 170 I 4 900.00 : 36 498.68 37 398.68 I 37 783.72 · 32 741 86 4.656.82 o: 
Psychology Bd. of Examiners in N/Ept. Nf_Rpt. N/Rpt. Nf.Rpt. i N/Rot. : 162.90 N/Rot. N/Rnt N/Rot 
Public Railways Commission (1) N/A 1 N/A ' N/A 1 N/A I N/A I N/A N/A ' N/A ~ N/A 
L~ubli_c__$ervic~ Authority (1) , N/ A 1 N/ A I N/ A 1 N/ A I N/ A i N/ A N/A __ ~~- -~ N/A · N/A 
i P~bllcService Commission 80 1 11 4,245.82 26,097.66 l 30,343.48 l 51,018.34 , 28,568.78 0 1, 774.70 
1 
Real Estate Commission 7 5 1,277.00 2,272.76 1 3,549.76 3,253.44 ' 3 549.76 0 0 
Research & Statistical Ser. Div. 8 7 877.10 1,867.76 2,744.86 i 2,639.21 
1 
2,394.50 350.36 0 
Residential Home Builders Comm. 7 1 334.00 2,979. 72 ! 3,313. 72 · 2,688. 72 : 3 313.72 1 0 0 
Retirement System 17 4 700.00 3,337.56 J 4,037.56 I 3,466.06 1 3,466.06 0 571.50. 
Sani., Bd. of Exam. for Reg. 1 0 i 0 1 46.46 : 46.46' 46.46 46.46...; g~ 0 




SUMMARY AGENCY TRAVEL ACTIVITY A.~ EXPE\IDITURES (SCLAC FORM 6) 
(Note: Expenditures shown for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) (2) (3) (4) 
No Persons Total Total Total Cost 









(7) (8) (9) 
SOURCE OF Flr.'IDS 
SCLA.C Fcn1 6) 
State Federal Other Agency Reimbursement Air Trips Air Trips Travel Exp. __ " _ 
s~c.retarv of State "I 1 l 0 I 0 I 52.42 I 52~2! 7Q6__JO!" --- 'i2_tt/ I n' ---. T 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~s~e~e.Below !See Be~w I See B~~w I 512,489 05 IN 0 T As c!'E R T A I~ A B L EJ 
0 0 I 0 1 0 " 0 d d 
~I:!E::!::Jt~Pa_tho1og~ A.t1diology Bd.j 5 I 0 l 0 I 248.10 ! 248.10 I 168.16 I 248.10 l d ( 
State College, S. C. (2) I 109 i 81 I 11,150.51 I 17,032.02 I 28,182 • .53 I (2) I _17.799.1Q L_l0~3JU.4j C 
Status of Women__,_ Connn. on the I 7 I 0 I 0 I 583.60 I 583. 60 I 344. 70 I 583.60 I Q C 
Tax Connnissiq1J_ ___ i 280 I 29 I 5,435.00; 156,925.55 1 162 36_Q_.5']: 0 C 
Tech. & Comp. Ed .• State Bd. fori 111 : 19 2,§_23.00 i 23,067.00 I 25,248.00 I 642.0~ C 
Treasurer's Office, State 5 I 0 0 I 275.25 I 275.25 I 637.39 I 27,5.25 Q C 
University of South Carolina 631 I 342 33,092.00 64,680.00 97,772.00 3:11,283.87 97,772.00__ 0! C 
Veterans Affairs, Dept. of 6 1 4 438.00 1,143.21 I 1,581.21 1,399.17 1,581.21 Oi C 
Veterinary Examiners, Board of I N/Rpt. j N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 410.72 N/Rpt. -- N/Rpt. ; N/Rpt · 
Voc. Rehabilitation, Dept. of I 636 I 23 2,270.40 I 104,500.32 I 106,770.72 106,462.49 I 19,493.67; 87,277.05! ci 
Water Resources Commiss-ion 45 l 11 1,006.00! 10,319.13 11,325.13 10,550.13 l 6,75o:sS)l. 4,574.33! g 
Wildlife & Marine Res., Dept. of 345 i 43 5.919.84 42,001.83 47,921.67 58,783.95 I 14,060.6_9 1 7,322.34j 26,538.6~ 
Winthrop College 227 i 72 9,067.00' 34,484.00 43,551.00 42,267.33 43,551.00 I 0. C 
Workmen s Compensation Fund 7 I 0 0 ' 5,683.86 5,683.86 5,683.86 5,683.86-T o; c 
Youth Services, Dept. of 111 1 L. 313.00 1 2Y,5bti.l6 29,881.16 29,713.62 15,639:J3_L 14,241.63; 9 
I TOTALS 14,534 l 2,023 284 582.77 665 412.51 11949 .995 28 :~805 906-.6612..82,526 26 ... \
1 
330,737 891336,731.1 i 
I I r . · ' ' 
Clemson University 1,730 jN 0 T AS C E R T A I~ ABLE 565,367.18 346 273.76 205,917 .. 96_:Jl99 733.:,?4:1,22 115 QQ 
Mental Health, Department of 735 I 0 I ' 0 93,566.00 93,566.00 101,566.94 61,4_Ql..!_QQ.) s:l3s.oo: 26:oz3:oq 
Social Services, Department of .l 3,424 j 162 . ~1,3~7.96 i ~54,40~.46 , 475,790.42 512,489_.05 -~-.Q_L A S_J:;_lE R T A IN ABLE \ 
I N/Rpt. - no reports were receiired or they were! not rece1v¢d 1n t1me fo!r 1nclus1on. i __ j~··"·--·~··· 
(1) - these agencies are not required under the Fiscal Accountability Act to report this data. 
(2) - these agencies do not have a computer tape generating capability. 
l. DESCRfPTION OF TABLE 4. Summary of Quarterly Expenditures For Capital 
lmJ>_l'"!Jvem<:_!lts Including. Repairs and Renovations. 
A. The following page shows the form used for reporting expenditures 
involving capital improvements and repairs and renovations. These 
two areas are the most difficult to summarize because various agencies 
interpret the definitions differently. Budget Code Category 204 is 
defined by the Comptroller as 
Repairs: To include all expenditures for 
the repair of buildings and equipment, except 
those of extensive character which would repre-
sent permanent improvements or additions. 
Budget Code Category 700, the major code, is defined as 
Permanent Improvements: All expenditures 
for the purchase of lands, structural or non-
structural improvements, and expenditures for 
the construction of buildings, fences, etc. 
including all expenditures for permanent 
improvements and additions thereto. 
Budget Class 702 is a sub-division of the 700 Code and it is defined 
as Permanent Improvements to: 
702 Buildings: to include all expenditures for 
new buildings and additions to or improve-
ments on existing buildings. 
B. In some case:c. the Audit Council's interpretation of which category 
a particular project belongs in may differ from the agency's inter-
pretation. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 4. 
A. Problem. The State's procedures for structural or permanent improve-
ments in excess of $10,000 require that the contracts be approved and 
monitored through the Engineering Section of the Finance Division of 
the State Budget and Control Board. Repairs and renovations, however, 
are coordinated through the Division of General Services with apparently 
no restrictions on the dollar amounts involved. 
There is considerable variance in the way in which different 
agencies define repairs and renovations versus structural or 
permanent improvements. It will not be known what the scope of 
this problem may be until the Engineering Division has had an 
opportunity to compare the reports submitted to the Audit Council 
against its own records of structural and permanent improvements 
projects in the agencies. Some potential ramifications are that, 
in the appropriations process these particular line items, when 
summed across all the agencies, do not reflect a true picture 
of the State's activities involving "repairs" versus "new" con-
struction. It may also cause inefficiencies or unnecessary 
duplications between the Engineering Division and the Division 
of General Services. 
30 
EXISTING CONTRACT(S) FOR PERMANENT OR CAPITAL IMPROVEMENT. REPAIR OR RENOVATION PROJECT 
STATUS AS OF --------
1. Agency -----------------------
1.. Report Pr~pared By -----..:...--------------
(a) Phone ---- (b) Date prepared. ________ _ 
3. Project Number 







E-1 Approval Date Estimated Cost ___ _ 
Project Type (new building, addition. renovation, etc.) 
Intended Use 
--------~----------------
Contract(s) of Architectural/Engineering Services: 
Date Executed Contract $ Amount 
8. Approved Encumbrance for this 
Project: 
Source of Funds 
Capital Imp. Bond Funds 
Plant Imp. Bond Funds 
Institution Bond Funds 
Appropriated State Funds 
Federal Funds 
Other Funds (Specify); 
Name and Address of Firm 











Estimated Completion Date 
Bids Contract Name and Address of Bid/Contract Expended Difference 
Received Executed Principal Contractor Amount To Date Q!:lg!!l!!l Current (in months) ----
SCLAC FOH~l 1 
(Latest E.:.. dated ) 
Auth. By (Act. Year, Part. Secl 
................... 1111 .• ,.. id • • 
11. ?laos/Specifications: 
Received Review % 
12. Status of Project: 
Total Expended to Date 
$ ______________ __ 
Completed: 
Construction % 
















t • .. 
~ 












s lj:V ~\ ~:\t \. ~~ :c:;QE\J~'C CJ\jJ ; '";.'fu., : s 'A~:O.\S --,c .i.\.0 
Cocle - Re
1
x:.ir Re~ovation; 3uc~c~ ..., t., - -::sJ 




r~-.~.~~:J lZl:\....ut~J~~~; ·l·/·._!-~~~ 
~...:; 
Total 
;_:_:xpcnch ·a ires 







0 I 0 I 0 
727.84 I 84,536.31 1122,264.15 
o~ )h:oj ects 
·- .. ,. ...... 
L'J..ti..•L·L 
~.CGC 
• & Rcnov. 
" 
oi 2ro ects 
1'~."'1-~'j ..... ,.. 
Vli.\.J..\:.J. 





EA7JC:;1u.i -.~ure s 
improvement ( 6) + C 7) 
~n 
\.~\Jl~'.? 2: 
S L-~ .. L~C ~:t.lra~ 
3. Adv. Bd.-Review Foster Car~ 88.~_'i __ ' 0 : 88.85 II \Jlt<pt I fH'<pt. 1 NrKpt 1 1~ 1 Kpr I 1"'"il' 
4. Adv. Coun .• Voc & Tee Ed. 1 0 1 0 1 0 
5. Aeronautics Commission I 27,502.05 I 0 I 27,502.05 
6. Aging Commission I 106. 23 0 l 106.23 
7. Agriculture Department I 12,410.99 I 0 I 12,410.99 
8. Alcohol & Drug Abuse l 431.04 I 0 ! 431.04 
9. Alcoholic Beverage Control! 2,678.22 0 I 2,678.22 
10. Amer. Rev. Bicent. Comm. I 0- -0 u il 0 I 0 
11. Arc.hi tP_c_tnrai Ex. Bd. I . ! ) 
, 12. A.rchfves & H.isto:r-y-----r··--9oo-:-os----.-------- o . 9oo.68~r----i o 
!13. Arts Commission I 1,981. 79 ! 0 ! 1,981. 79 ,! N/R t. 
114. Att?rner Gene:al .. , 142.83 r .. 0 --! 142.83 I 0 
15. Aud:Ltor s Off1ce 
1 
398.28 , 55.34 
1 
453.62 , 0 ,, . -~ " . 
j16. Barber Examiners 25.00 I 0 j 25.00 I N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. I "1/Rpt. 
lT. BiinCI;Commission for the 1 · 5,173-.31 1174,042.90 1 179,216.21 ll N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt._- --'~~N/Rpt< l NTRpt. 1 N/Rpt. 
i -r1r: · -C'emeteryBOaiCI· 0 o 
I 
19. Children's Bureau 0 
20. Chiro ractic Examiners Rpt. 
24. College of Charleston I 0 1561,537.67 I 561,537.67 \I 4 I 0 - I 270,274.50 Q --; _1.10,974.50 
4 
or: EXPEl\DITUlU:S CAPITAL s :.\G i{£1\0VATIOl\S 
Code 204 - Re~air Renovation; - ;-a_._ ~Jr,;)roveJ;;ents) 
(l\ote: are total expenditures and some will , S-:::ate ftLJ1(lS.) 
;_;;: i) ;_:l\D ~ '~rliRES RECORDED BY CC:Vi.PlJ fER 
~l i 










) (S) (6) 
11 Proiccts ;; o, ccts Code 204: Code 702: Total 
Rep. f, Re11ov. EXj_)end tures 
20/t: IrnpTovemen t ( 6) + 7) 
Rep. & Renov. 
· Improvement 
2,842.19 [~ F.Q~strY Commission 5,486.97 
149. Francis Marion College 0 0 575.62 I 54,170.33 
Col.llilt:uox:' s Offj ce-Djld s] on 
AdmiRi~tt:atiou I 
·····················-········-~-
w 1§2. 52:Z.80 w 
:3 ~. Economi~ Q~~ortunity 1 186.81 
5£!. Health & Socia1 nnu ?./, /, 1 1 
I o I o I -o 
H: 
;;~;; & Env. Control f L J 1 ::>UU •. Ll 
~{±2.53 =~==== ~~~c~~~~~o~o~!~~!Q= 
58 Higbwax Deua~tment IL 722.8~U On 
sq_ Hrm~i n~ Authority . -1--n ___ BO.~U 
60. Human Affairs Corn~ . c.~ 71"1 
6]. Ind!lstdal Commi~Hi!ion I 60/.5'1 .62. Insurance CommisP.: ~- 'l ceo <:.7 
i 0 i 0 ! 0 I 
o 1 o I o o o 
63. JQbll de la Howe ~cnoo1 I u 
6f!. Judicial De2artment I 1!001.55 
65. Ju~enile Placem.& Aftercart 52.53 
66. Labor Department I h 10.81 
1 I o I u I o u 1 
II o I o I b . 
)j I: 0 I 0 I 0 
67. Land Resources 
68. Lander College 
169. Law Enforcement 
I JO o Library 610.35 
II o I o I 




Su)r-~\i\Y or: ~Lj).i\~'Si~Y EXPE.\J:Tu1U:S ::c?. C::V:TAL D~),\C:\~.C..\~~.\--: S :.\c::;_;u-0:::.\G ;~? . .:;_:;_;{5 /\,\0 ~.\C\·A~=O.\S 
(Budget Coc.c 204 - ReJ_Jair a:1ci !..e-:-,ovatio;J.; :S-uc:;ct (~c~e 702 - St:;:u.c_-:;_;:,:&_;_ :::; .. ~:;,:;_·ovct.·.c;-:.."'cs ~ 
(0-'ote: 'J.i1cse are to::c;.1 ex ...pen.di tures a1.c. .Eor SOii~e a.senc:;.c.s i\·iJ._;_ i11c:luue ~-ec.e:ta::.., State a1--..c. ot:-.e:· i;_;;-,~..:s.) 
~:X~\-~~\0~--.~.~~·~~~S ~~COlUJ~lJ ~)Y CG.\:?~~~~1-=:{ ~.,~~UJ ~ ~~~~~.,.. ~-~ .,-~l~~.~;-~~~ ~,- ....., .-.- '\ --. l 1.' 0\....,o:\1.._. :~ c~~-z:.: 
')' 
~.~c/~~~-~ ~-::-At~C~1-C~-~ ~L~j_--es J_:l .. Oi~-1 S~a.~ .. :. :.:~ ?-.t·c~ ect 7o ~J~t-:=c 
..L l'-) 
~ .... ~.,. (-
."'.-::::" 
lUJ J; ,) ) v ' 
._ \.._; l l l L .. \.'L...._t....L .;> --l'o·~~l ~ c" ;J:;_-oj eccs ·;,~- . ---) --.- (' 1). 1 j 'J ' t;\_.. l_ . ..._'l C\'jc.c =c- \_ :._ • ~ ~ - "· .J>o._ 
.. ~::\.)C l~l· .L '- li .l~i2.S ~~_-, :)L;~1(ii ... Clll'"8S ;_~~'-~)C.~C ~._ -~ ul"C5 
\~UL1 C 
'0"" 
....... u-· L~C .. (iC 702: CZ; T ~:S) 
Re]J. & ReEo\·. 
. __ ... ___ -----'~~;'-· c_n_'---"-·\_' ______ _ 
125~ Co"'Pt. General Office 1,~89.99 I 3,389.37 
123.00 
0 38.44 
26. Conf. Relic Room 
27. Consumer Affairs Dept. 
0 95.00 
225,131.74 • 248,615.86 
j28. Contractor's Lie. Board 
29. Corrections, Dept. of 
0 100.22 
1,038.oo I 5,508.41 
30. Cosmetic Art Exam. 
31. Criminal Justice Academy 
32. Dairy Commission 
Deaf & Blind School 133. 
34' Dentistry Board 
Development Board I 35, 
36 Disaster Preparedness 
I 
37. Education Department I 33,/50.~9 0 ! 33,750.~9 
38. Educational Television l 11,79B.l4 I 0 11, /~I:S.14 
I . 
I 39. Election Commission ! 133.22 0 133.?2 • I 
I ~0. Emnlovment Security I 11 180.58 ; 0 ! 11,180.58 
I 






- , .... ~ 
, __ ,, .. ~. • ....._ .i. 
1,.0 ... ~2 _V·-: 







































j\c::p. c~ ~~e;:oY. >.-.· .. :~.·-~..t~ .. ~:~ 
· .• · ,~.'.J\~C:~:2i1-~ 
I 
0 I 0 I 
0 ! 0 
I 0 0 
I 0 0 I 





I u u 
u . u 
0 0 
0 ! 0 
0 0 
i42. Environmental Systems Op. I 129.16 : 0 129.16 ., 0 l 0 0 0 
!43. Ethics Commission 75.00 i 0 75.00 :! 0 l 0 0 0 
' 
t 
i Financial Institutions I 62.84 1 0 62.84 1 0 0 1 0 0 ------. 





















:44. Administration I 0 I 0 , 0 'I 0 0 ! 0 1 0 _, 
j45. Bank Examiners I 21.00 i 0 1 21.00 0 0 1 0 0 ·-----r 
1
!46. Consumer Affairs I 41.84 0 41.84 0 : 0 1 0 0 _, ----... -----




SL';vi:\lAl~Y QGr-\,;r;r,~~y FOJ<. CAPITAL Du\~GVBiE0.1 S I?\C.::.,LTii?\G AYJ ;~~\GVA7:0\S 
(BL!Gget CoC:e 204 - Repair anc~ ~\:)\-;-. L 1 Cooe 702 - J 
(\ate: are expendi tL!res anC. for SOii.,e wil:l. include ~cC:eral, State a,:1d. other funliS.) 
_;:;)0JE\'Di'i' itECORDED CO.\fPlJi'L{ i 
--~ ---····-····-·-
'i'otci.~ S Total S Tot:J i S # Proj ccts 
l:.XJ.JCncii tun:!s Expenci tures · "l<trcs Ui1c:cr 
Code 204: Code 702: ( + (3) Code 204: ~:::ocle 
Rep. & Renov. Structural Rep. & Rcnov. Structural 
Agency Improvement Imnrovm.ent 
) (2) l3) 
Start ot Project 
(7; (8) 
':i.'otal $ ects 
& Renov. ,-, 1. ~A-;_JencrL ~'~ ;·c s 
(6) + ( ) 
{ 71 Medi 1'~1 Rv~m Rn.:lril 0 0 0 N/Rot. N/Rot, N/Rot. N/Rot. N/Rnt. I 
172 Medical UniversHv 0 2 079 733.66 2 079.733.66 27 7 6,476,464.50 [l8,10o 296.66 04.582.761.16 
71 MPnt::~.l Health 23,001.22 739,629.50, 762,630.72 13 6 4,321,536.41 n_o,800,266.65 5,121,803.06·! 
j--;---;-· 
74. Mental Retardation 36,589.29 620,731.321 657,320.61; 10 9 401,423.66 11,194,087.64 1,595,511.30 
75. Motor Vehicle Management 0 0 1 0 j 0 0 1 0 0 0 ' 
76. Museum Commission 0 0 0 i 0 0 0 0 0 1 
77. New Horizons Dev. Auth. 55.93 0 55.93i 0 0 0 0 0 i 
78. Nuclear Advisory Council 0 · 1 0 0 , 0 1 0 0 0 0 ! 
79. Nursing Board 306.59 I 0 306.59: 0 0 0 ------ 0 0 , 
80. Nursing Home Admin. 0 0 ·o- 0 0 0 --· 0 0 \ 
81. Opportunity School 1 0 0 0 : 1 U 0 0 0 0 
82. Optometry & Opticianry 0 ·u- U i N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt N/'Rp 
83. Parks, Recreation & Tourism 11,199.77 24,932.59 36,IJL.3bd 3 4 ts4,U44 .5U L95,598 -so· 37Y,643 TF 
84. Patriots Point Dev. Au tho 0 -o- 1 U , U U D U IT j 
I
. 85. Personnel Division l, 3<::12. 59 i 0 r' jljL. )':I I u u u u lJ 
86. Pharmaceutical Exam. 59.50 0 59.50 0 0 0 0 0 ·1 
\
87. Physical Therapist 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 () 
88. Podiatry Exam. 0 0 0 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt N/Rpt. 
1
89. Ports Authority (2) (2) (2) , 7 
1 
5 341,009 07 4,281,906.17 4,622,'IT5 74 
90. Probation, Parole & Pardon 387.64 0 1 387 .b4 1 0 I 0 0 0 0 
91. Psychology 0 0 0 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. . N/ Rpt NTRpt 
92. Public Railways i c1 ) (1) (1) 1 1 27 635 -.~16-r----- 0 ~-27, f;)'J :--:-1h 
~~ ~~~~ ~c ~~~~::e ~~~~~~~ ! (2) l (2) 1 (2) il (2) , (2) · dn -~==t==~-_(2) r--- Ql __ _=_= 




Slj(v~\~.\~~',t r:;-; ~~~_;/\;Z'J'i~i{:.\· j~\i\~\~~~, 1 .. ,;.~;:s J:()lZ C/\i)-~~"'/\L 1. :~·.~.~~· .. --.:\·l;-:.\~~~S :i\C~~;~~~~\G j0~. 1/\~.\S ~-·\~\-;:, ~~: . .\:-~~.\·:·~\_J\S 
~.,.tJUcgct Code ZG ~l - iZc~;~_l:;_ r 0ft(L 1.\cJ ,crv;-4 L _i c,;j ; i3LiG_s ~<-~ CO\....C 7 C 2 S ~ TL~c-LL~~-a ~ ~·J;~:JJ..'"O\rc~.·.cl-/cs ~ 
:>.:~<='2: ,l,~J.cse (l-~-e ·;.:.o .. c;:-L 8X1JCI~l-l.i"'~Li'I.'CS ;--llh-l ... ur :..;ollie a6CilCies ,.~,-i::..~ irJ.C~UU.C ~.:cc..cra~, s·;:ci~C Ct~"'..Cl O--'C~le-r- LLl11 ... ~.:-:..~ 




~ 0 -~ ~-~ ..1-. ~ ci.'ota:;_ s 
' .) ) 
c~'ot ;; L :; 
~-)!-,---:;\ 1-\.-:,\~:-r.-~~~~. \~~\- sc~·_ .. \l~: .. -=:,L~'\ 
r--------~--------::.:...:-::.:...:,_, • ..,.o-:=-~~-:-::.xpe;{c:::-:.~uresio7fi;:c ,"l'Oill 
c.:;_; ,Jj l0J \ ~~ 
s-::a.r-:: o-i {Jroject 
~s·; 
, .~\ ·'(;n~..: ~- :-Lires ::xy'ncli~~ures ;;X~1C:1u: ~ L<fCS 
\__,\_~luC 
") ~ .. 
__,v·-t. ~- ., " 7 '"' I • \ _ _,~._, .... ~,.__: I U ...... 
'')' ,._. 
l L,) + l :) ) 
!{C":). C1 ;~eilOV. S'cructu:,.-a:;_ -----
- ~;r.iJroveJJ1en t 
95. Real Estate Commission 566.20 I 0 I 566.20 
96. Research & Statistical Ser. 342.91 ! 0 I 342.91 
97. Residential Home Builders 580.00 : 0 I 580.00 
98. Retirement System 4,119. 75 
------------ --------- ---
: 0 I 4,119.75 
" of Projec'.:s 
. .~:--~c:_cr 
~- ' ;.~! ,_,0G.C ~ ch : 





CrJ.-: ?rc~ec~s Co~e 20l: 
... ;;:c ' .... '1"' :ze). 6 Rcnov. 
Cc~c 7 C2: 
Struc~ura-
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 0 I 
0 I 0 ' 
CoL:<:: 782: 
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99. Sanitarians Board ---0 0 0 j 0 0 0 0 0 
100. Second Injury Fund I 0 0 0 ! 1 I 0 0 0 __ I _ __Q_ 
------ -
i 
101. Secretary of State 1 1, 016.12 : 0 1, 016.12 0 j 0 ~- 0 0 ---! 
110_~._ SociaL~~rvices I 7,448.16 i 318.24 I 7,766.40 i 1 · 0 l---z:-6so.oo 0 _:_ ___ 2.fi50.00 1 
103. Social Workers Reg. 0 0 i 0 :1 0 I 0 ; 0 0 _l 0 
jl04. Speech Patho~9~Y_ I 0 0 I 0 :: 0 i 0 i 0 0 0 
105. State College ------ --,, 2-----:-·---3- 1~130,449.00 ! 4,127 696.00 i5 145.00 
106. Status of Women 1 1 0 0 0 0 1 0 
107. Tax Commission . ! . I 0 l 0 I 0 0 : n ---: 
108. Tee. & Compre. Educatlon I A ':Inn nn nn ~n~ nn 1 I 2 0 0 : 0 
109. Treasurer's Office 
1110. University of S. C. 
111. Veteran's Affairs 
ll2. Veterinary Exam. 0 0 I 0 1: 0 I 0 I 0 0 0 
1
113. Vocational Rehab. I 20,608.33 91,727.47 112;T35.8Cf!;---o------r-· 3 ~~-- 0 !'_1,381,735.89 [_l.-·\RI,nS.89 
1
ll4. Water Resources . 586.82 0 586.82 1 1 0 I . 0 : 0 1 fl 
rll5. Wildlife & Marine Res. 143,807.95 329,412.70 li 7 
1
3,295,020.06 l 551,663,64 )2~--,-h-,-rhR.,.,..3;:-.--=7""'S,_ 
ill6. Winthrop College 0 
1 
1 7J 
[ll7. Workmen's Compensation 1 22.,5 . .90 l U 
1 
T~~---n----







S U:Vk\11\1 \ Y QU/\,"(T2RL Y 1·'();<_ l j IXCL~301;,l~ A\D Ri::\OVATIO.\S 
(Budget Code 204 - Repair i{ci~ov.:~ ~ iG;l; :aucige~ Code 7 0 2 - Llll)rovements) 
are total expenditures DJlG _,_:or SO!ile will include , State oti1er . ) 
LX.?c\i}~'l'LTZES RECORDED ~; 
l) 




" Projects 702: $ # 
r:x;)cnci~ tures 









JJ~ccr i~ep. & Renov. E:A1Jendi -;:m·cs 
') . 
Rep. & Renov. Rep. & Renov. Structur;:;.l 
rmprovemei1t 
I1;11Jrovement (6) + \_-;--
I Total Ex enditures b I 
Computer Tapes 2,838,176.18 10,561.791.66 13,399,967 .~4 ----- I 
' I 
Notes: 
N/Rot. - no reports were received or th :!Y were not re eived in time for inclusion. _i 
(2) - not required under the Fiscal ccountability Act to re~ort this data. - I 
(1) - these a2encies o not have a ccmputer genera1 ing capabilit . i _J 
I II i 
I r' ! 




i ~I I -_! _, I 1 I l I 
ii I I _[__ I 
iT I I ' -1, 1 l l 
I . - I 1 !- i --
' I l ,, I -- ; - --1 1 1 - I J ,_ I 1 - ~ I -f ' -,_ I I ! 
,_ I i II 1 
I r II T 1 I 1-
I. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 5, Selected Summary of Fixed Charges and 
Contributions. 
A. Agencies reported their expenditures for the different types of 
real property rents on forms provided to them by the Audit Council. 
The forms are on file at the Audit Council and they contain additional 
descriptive data. 
Definitions of Budget Code 400 and Its Sub-classes 
400. Fixed Charges and Contributions: All expendi-
tures for fixed charges against the State and 
gifts or contributions made by the State. 
401. Rents - Non-State-Owned Real Property. 
402. Rents - State-Owned Real Property. 
403. Rents - Data Processing Equipment. 
404. Rents - Equipment (Other than Data Processing 
Equipment). 
405. Rents - Other. 
410. Insurance. 
411. Contributions and Dues. 
420. Other Fixed Charges. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 5. 
A. Problem. Several weeks after the Audit Council implemented the 
rental reporting procedures for the Accountability Act, Act 701 
of 1976 was passed which makes the Division of General Services 
the rental broker for State Government. Under its expanded 
responsibilities the Division captures most of the same information 
required by the Audit Council but not all of it. Thus, State 
agencies are required to submit different reports containing similar 
data about rentals to two different State systems. This is an 
obvious area where unnecessary duplication occurs . 
. B. Problem. To the best of our knowledge, the State does not have a 
conveniently accessible, centrally located computerized data bank 
which contains a useful description of all State-owned property 
and facilities. A useful sub-system could be developed which keeps 
an accurate current record of rental activities involving State-
Owned real properties. 
The computer technology for this type of records-keeping and for 
long-ranged land use planning is well-established and well within 
the capabilities of the existing computer resources of the State. 
C. Problem. There may be a definitional problem for State agencies 
between Budget Classes 405 and 420 similar to that between "Repairs" 
and "Improvements'' for Table 4. For a State-level budget analysis 
to be accurate, the definitions for these budget and expenditure 
categories must be precise and mutually exclusive. If the 
definitions are clearly understood by all agencies, then the 
computer record of budgets and expenditures under these two 
categories will be an accurate reflection of costs which is useful 





SELECTED SUMv!ARY OF FIXED o--IARGES A\'D CO!\l'fRIBUfiONS - BUDGET CODE CATEGORIES 
(401 - Non-State Owned Rental Property; 402 - State-Owned Rental Property; 405 - Rents: Other; 420 - Other Fixed Charges) 
Agency 
Accountancy Board of I 
Adiutant General 
Adv. Bd. for Rev. Foster Care Childl 
Adv. Council on Voc. & Tee. Ed. I 
Aeronautics Commission ! 
Agin~ Commission on 
Agriculture. Department on 
Alcohol & Drug Abuse, Comm. on 
Alcoholic Bev. Control Comm. 
Amer. Rev. Bicentennial Comm. 
Architectural Examiners, Bd. of 
Archives & History, Dept. of 
Arts Commission I 
Attorney General's Office 
Auditor's Office; includes 
Finance Division i 
Computer Systems Management 
Financial Data Processing i Barber Examiners, Board of I 
Blind, Commission for the i Cemetery Board 
I Children's Bureau I 
Chiropractic Examiners, Bd. of 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 2, 3, 4, 4-A, 5 and Computer Tape 
SCLAC FOR~S EXPENDITURES FROM CO~!PUIER TAPE 
ff of Rent FY Total # of Rent FY Total Qtrly, $ 
Agreements $ Amount of Agreements $ Amount of Qtrly. $ Total Spent 
Code 401 Code 401 Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 
Non-State-Owned Non-State-Owned State-Owned State-Owned Code 405 Other Fixed 
Property Property_ Property _ E_r_oQer~ JZents; Other Charges 
_Q _Q_ 0 0 11 0 o I 
0 0 0 0 l 0 1 95 7 , 00 I 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/RPt. 0 I 0 
0 0 0 i 0 l 0 I 0 
0 0 I 1 ! 91.00 0 216.00 I 
0 0 1 ' 23 065.00!l 0 50.00 : 
1 780.00 ! 4 : 161 092.00
1 
313.00 0 l 
2 100.391.00 0 l 0 'i 0 0 
0 0 1 41,328.00 0 i 0 
0 0 I 0 0 ! 40.00 ' 0 ' 
1 5,124.00 0 0 90.00 0 
0 0 ! 0 0 296.00 ' 0 I 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/R_pt. I 0 0 ' I I 
1 16,753.00 ! 1 98,543.00 ci 0 0 I 1 
l I I I 
0 0 I 1 l 62,082.00 1 0 0 i I 
0 0 I 1 11,012.00 :! 0 0 
0 0 
I 1 i 44, no. oo ! I 0 0 ' I 
N7Rpt. I N7Rpt. I N7Rpt. I 0 
I 0 I 
' ' 
N7Rpt. I~ 




0 i 0 I 0 ! 0 1! 0 I 0 I 
' I o I! 1 I 48,024.00 ! 0 0 I 0 I I I 





2 227 00 I 
0 ! 
_9_52 80_ : 
6 359 74 i 
24 542.97 i 
41.729.84 ' 
34 530.24 : 
1, 260.88 : 
1,229.99 I 
1 940.50 ' 

















SELECTED SLJrvMARY OF CHARGES AND CO\TfRIBUTIONS - BUDGET CODE CATEGORIES 
(401 - ~vned Rental Property; - State-~ed Rental ; 405 - Rents: Other; 420 - Other Fixed Charges) 
Source: Forms 2, 3, 4, 4 , 5 
SCLAC FOR\1S EXPE!\TDITURES FR0~1 CO~UTER TAPE 
# of Rent FY Total !! o£ Rent FY Total Qtrly, $ 
Agreements $Amount of Agreements $Amount of Qtrly. $ Total Spent 
Code 401 401 Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 Qtrly. Grand 
State-~ed :.Jon-State-~ed -0\vned State-~ed Code 405 Other Fixed Total Spent 
Property Rents:Other Code 400 
I . I 2 I 100.00 I 0 0 2 915.72 I l 40 376.04 : 
I 1 i 0 I 0 0 0 54 . 00 
Clemson Universit 15 20 444.00 1 0 II 36 069.21 40 566 654.98 
College of Charleston 15 ' 113,100.00 0 1 0:: 1,292.19 ! 48,768.88 
1
comptroller General , 0 
1 
0 1 71,120.00 
1
: 0 I 11,105.84 
!Confederate Relic Room ; 0 0 1 : 7, 200.00 1; 0 I 0 1 40.00 
Consumer Affairs, Dept. of 2 7,973.00 1 0 : 0 :_. 0 0 l 5,518.89 
Contractors' Licensing Board 1 1 , 7,560.00 j 0 I 0 : 0 1 0 i 1,890.00 
!Corrections, Department of ! 20 : 70,253.00 : 0 : 0 :! 6,675.87 I 903.76 I 91,172 .. 42 
!cosmetic Art Examiners, Bd. of ! 1 10,080.00 I 0 0 ~· 0 I 0 2 2979.72 
Criminal Justice Academy ; 0 I 0 : 0 l 0: 218.40 I 0 ; 3,793.90 
Dairy Commission i 0 · 0 l 2 1 7,091.00 :. 0 I 0 : 662.42 
Deaf & Blind. School for the I 0 0 1 0 I 0 . 0 0 ~ 0 · 
Dentistry, Board of i N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. ::: 0 0 I 450.00 I 
Development Board, State ; 1 1 130,000.00 ' 2 ! 10,793.00_:~ 0 l 0 1 37,004.47 1 
Disaster Preparedness Agency ! 1 : 3,720.00 I 1 I 50,899.00:: 0 1 0 16,390.22 1 
Education, Department of 1 13 I 56,080.00 ; 1 j 363,990.00 _' 198.25 1 4,096.00 I 506,860.66 
Educational Television Comm. I 12 1 200, 849. 00 ; 0 
1 
0 : 31.00 I 0 I 6 3, 6 31.4 J 
'
Election Commission, State ~ 1 16,990.00 1 0 1 0 ~. 680.35 : 0 855.35 : 
Employment Security Commission : 0 0 
1 
0 I 0 : ~ 106.00 · 0 368, 792. 60 · 
!
Engineering Examiners, Bd. of I 1 5,820.00 I 0 I 0 281.24 I 0 ! 1,808. 32 ' 
I I I ' I 
Env. Sys. Oper., Bd. of Cert.of. 0 0 ; 1 1 0 · 0 0 0 




1 ! 2, 287.00 :' 0 1 0 
.j::-,_. 
5 
SELECTED S~MARY OF CHARGES A\TI CO~~RIBUTIONS - BUDGET CODE CATEGORIES 
(401 - Non-State Owned Rental Property; - State-Owned Rental Property; 5 - Rents: Other; - Other Charges) 
Data Source: SCIAC Fol1Tl<> 2, 3, 4, 4-/\, 5 and Computer Tape 
SCIAC FORMS EXPENDITURES FROM COMPUfER TAPE 
H of Rent FY Total # of Rent FY Tota_l_ , - Qtriy, $ 
Agreements $ Arnow1t of Agreements $Amount of Qtrly. $ Total 
Code 401 Code l Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 Qtrly. Grand 
Non-State-Owned Non-State-Owned State-Owned State-Owned Code 405 Other Fixed Total Spent 
Agency Property Property Property Property B_ents ;Other Charges Code 400 
Financial Institutions, Bd. of \ I I 
Administration I 0 0 1 5,163. 00 0 I 0 0 i 
·1 Bank Examiners i 0 0 1 9,018.00 0 i 0 236.27 1 
Consua;er Finance 0 0 1 1 1 4,838.00 0 I 0 0 ; 
Foresters, Bd. of Regis. for I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. ! N/Rpt. 1 N/Rpt. j 0 I 0 I 0 1 
1Forestry Commission 1 18 1 26,337.00 0 1 0' 155.74 ! 0 i 35,446.56 f 
Francis Marion College I 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 ! 0 0 1 
Funeral Services, Board of ·I 1 1,200.00 ! 0 0 0 , - 0 I 400.00 I 
General Services, Division of ! 1 ! 70,000.00 ! 9 I 272,519.00 : 3,943.60 I -- 0 ) 437,613.38 i 
Governor's Office: Divisions o~ T I ! ! ' j -· j i 
Administration ! 6 : 41,630.00 : 1 I 0 IH! 0 -- Q ___ , 77 153.14 1 
Economic 0 ortunit 1 I 21,101.00 , 0 0: 0 0 I 2:269.66 J 
Health & Social Develo ment 1 1 . 91,745.00 0 . 1 0 ~: 0 , __ _Q __ j 7,095.24 i 
!Health & Env. Control, Dept. of. 25 I 103,183.00 l 0 i 0 W 2,220.28 150.QQ_, 179,235.46 1 
Higher Education, Comm. on I . 0 I 0 1 1 : 26,202.00 L! 0 ______ ,_9_ I 7, 783.90 
HigherEd.,TuitionGrantsCom.: 1 I 5,640.00 I 0 I o,j 0 0 5,656.70 
Highway Department I 11 5,353.00 I 0 , 0, 0 0 199 523.31 i 
jHousing Authority, State I 1 I 14,342.00 , 1 I 455.00 li 0 1 ____ 0- I 4:047.95 l 
iHuman Affairs, Commission on j 1 J 38:269.00 I 0 i 0 ~ 490.00 ~ q 13.734.42 I 
!
Industrial Commission 1 1 ' 74,340.00 I 0 , 0:: 0 1 0 27,712.86 i 
InsuranceCommission i 1 : 137,500.00 1 0 I 0• 0 0 64,386.68! 
!
John De La Howe School 1 1 ! 0 I 0 , 0 i 0 , 0 0 1 






SELECTED SillvMARY OF FIXED OIA.RGES AXD COl\1'RIBUfiONS - BUIX;ET CODE CATEGORIES 
(401 - Non-State Owned Rental Property; - State-Owned Rental Property; 405 - Rents: Other; 420 - Other Fixed Charges) 
Data Source: SClAC Fonns 2, 3, 4, 4-A, 5 and Computer Tape 
SCLAC FOR\15 EXPENDITURES FROM COMPUfER TAPE 
# of Rent FY Total 1f of Rent FY Total Qtrly, $ 
Agreements S Ar:lount of Agreements $ Amount Qtrly. $ Total Spent 
Code 401 Code 4 Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 Qtrly. Grand 
Non-State-Owned :\on-State-Owned State-Owned State-Owned Code 405 Other Fixed Total Spent 
Agency Property Property Property ProEerty Rents:Other Charges Code 400 
Juvenile Placement & Aftercare 6 l 8 657.00 1 I 12 529.00,, 22.00 0 4 420 88! 
Labor Department 3 48 917.00 0 0 1' 0 0 36 . 09.5. 29 ' 
Land Resources Conserv. Comm. 1 i 1 235.00 0 o 1 :· 536.21 0 19 772 65 
Lander College ' 5. i 6 040.00 · 0 0:, 0 0 30 "i88 Q2 
Law Enforcement Div •• State 0 0 0 0:: 270.00 1 0 I 79 720 6 7 
Library, S. C. State 1 i 4, 760.00 1 0 0 ;: 180.00 1 0 2 665.74 
Medical Examiners, Bd. of N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1! 0 0 933.60 
Medical University of S.C. 9 61,278.00 0 o'; 0 201.00 634 032.40 
Mental Health, Department of 44 244,851.00 , 0 O!' 913.70 , 12 652.76 181,641.52 
Mental Retardation, Dept. of 19 1 127,029.00 1 1 91.001: 1,224.21 707.89 63,999.93 
Motor Vehicle Mgt., Div. of 0 [ 0 1 4,250.00 ;· 0 0 2,811.18 
Museum Commission 1 4,360.00 0 0 :• 0 0 1,499.82 , 
New Horizons Dev. Authority 0 1 0 0 0 :; 0 0 0 : 
Nuclear Advisory Council 0 0 0 1 0 ; ! 0 0 0 i 
Nursing, Bd. of 1 17,049.00 0 0 1! 0 0 5,922.61: 
Nursing Home Adm., Bdof Exam. :tor 1 1 l,U!>J.UU , U 0 !: 0 . 0 17"i 50 
IOD.JLortU_nitv School (1) 0 i 0 1 0 i 0 ;, (1) 1 (1) . 1 (1) 
Ootometrv & Ooticianrv Bd. ! N/Rpt. 1 N/Rot. 1 N/Rot. ' N/Rot. :: 0 I 0 l 674 60 
Parks Rec. & Tourism Dept. of 1 3 ' 12 602.00 1 125 821.00 1 3 966 54 0 I 249 405. 7 3 
Patriot's Point Dev. Authority 1 0 1 0 0 0 :_~ 0 0 i 0 
Personnel Division, State I 1 i 41,818.00 1 ; 99,120.00 :; 0 0 ' 30.965.34 
I I I tl I I 
Pharmaceutical Exam .• Bd. of , 0 ; 0 I 1 I 3,400.001: 0 j 0 I 185.69 , 





SELECTED SL~~y OF FIKED Q~WffiGES A\TI CONTRIBUTIONS - BUDGET CODE CATEGORIES 
(401 - Non-State Owned Rental Property; 402 - State-Owned Rental Property; 405 - Rents: Other; 420 - Other Fixed Charges) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 2, 3, 4, 4-A, 5 and Computer Tape 
SCLAC FOR.\15 EXPENDITURES FROM COMPUTER TAPE 
fl of Rent FY Total # of Rent FY Total Qtrly, 
Agreements $Amount of Agreements $Amount of Qtrly. $ Total Spent 
Code 401 Code 401 Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 
Non-State-Owned Non-State-Owned State-~~ed State-Owned Code 405 Other Fixed 
Qtrly. Grand 
Total Spent 
Code 400 Agency Property Property Property Property Rents:Other Charges 
Podiatry Examiners, Bd. of \ N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. \ N/Rpt. ! 0 I 0 ol I 
Ports Authority-; State (1) (2) 1 0 I 0 : U I 0!! _ilL C2L _J (1) (2L_Ull_[2) 1 
Probation, Parole & Pardon Bd. I 2 ! 33 504.00 l 0 1 0 0 I 0 I 8 
Psychology, Bd. of Exam. in 1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. ~- N/Rpt. _ _NLRpt. 1 , 0 1 0 
Public Railwa s Comm. (1) I 198.0(f 3 600.00'! j 
Public Service Authority(!) (2)i N/Rpt. __ _NL~~~-iJ (2) 
Public Service Commission I 2 I 101,660.00 ! 0 I 0' 1 0 0 4 949.88 
Real Estate Commission J 2 19,415.00 1 0 O!, 1,325.00 0 5 445.43 




Residential Home Builders Comm.l 1 11,4 77.00 0 0 1 0 i 0 {t 015.68 
Retirement System I 1 89_.000. 00 0 0 1 0 
1 
60.00 1 26 319c .28. 
I 
Sanit •• Bd. of Exam. for Reg. 1 0 0 I 0 0 I 0 0 I a 1 
Second Injury Fund I 0 0 I 0 0 0 a 2 '11.8_ ..3.0. 
l 
Secretary of State 1 4,664.00 1 23 016.00 0 0 1 593 54 
Social Services, De2_t. of 1 24 287_~.550.00 1 607 241.00 197.78 ! 29.66 1_2.6 .107 .25. 
Social Worker Reg., Bd. of 1 0 0 0 1 0 0 j 0 0 
Speech Pathology & Audiology Bd:. 0 j 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 36.00 
State College, S. C. (1) , 0 0 · 0 0 (1) ! (1) I ~1) I 
Status o~ Wi?men, Comm. on the 
1 
0 i 0 _ 1 1 1 .173.00 17 ')0 l 0 
Tax Comm1SS10U I 4 l 48,763.00 1 I 0 0 r 0 ~ : 85,9g:~~ 
Tech. & Comp. Ed., State Bd. of\ 1 1 17,400.00 2 51,736.00\l 0--.--;----- 0 i 20.338.531 
Treasurer's Office, State , 0 j 0 1 35,403.00;; 0 0 13.6{>!3.70 1 





SEL::CTED SG~fv!ARY OF FI:x:ED CHARGES AND CONfRIBt:TIO\'S - BUDGET ffiDE CATEGORIES 
(401 -Non-State Owned Rental Property; 402 - State-Owned Rental Property; 405 - Rents: Other; 420 - Other Fixed Charges) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 2, 3, 4, 4-A, S and Computer Tape 
SCLAC FORMS EXPENDITURES FROM COMPUfER TAPE 
fl of Rent FY Total # of Rent FY Total Qtrly, $ 
Agreements $ Amount of Agreements $ Amount of Qtrly. $ Total Spent 
Code 401 Code 401 Code 402 Code 402 Total Spent Code 420 Qtrly. Grand 
Non-State-Owned Non-State-Owned State-Owned State-Owned Code 405 Other Fixed Total Spent 
Agenc:z Pro12ert:z Pro12ert:z Pro12ert:z ProJ2ert:z ~ Rents:Other Charges Code 400 
Veterans Affairs Deot. of l 0 0 1 15,624.00 0 I I I 0 1,575. 60 . 
Veterinary Examiners. Bd. of 0 0 0 0 0 0 80.00 : 
Vocational Rehab., Dept .... ____ ~:(_ ! 39 613,980.00 0 I o': 2,815. 72 130,448.02 365,814.50 i - -----
20,074.93; Water Resources Commission 2 I 58,280.00 l 0 0 0 0 
Wildlife & Marine Res., Dept.o£ 18 I 172,697.00 I 2 Ol! 243.00 24.97 147,247.03. 
Winthrop College 0 0 0 0 3,342.59 40,804.88 74,958.36 
Workmen's Compensation Fund i 0 0 I 1 12,147.001 0 0 387.00' 
Youth Services, Dept. of 27 90,779.00 0 01 301.74 48.65 68,162.17 ' 
I I 1 
I 
TOTALS 405 3,957,618.00 i 57 1 2,470,048.001 71,410.84 257,299.55 I 6,181,593.52 . 
I 
Notes: 
(1) Detail of expenditures not carried on c ~mputer records f< r this report ing quarter. 
(2) Not required under the Accountability A t to report this data. ' 
N/Rot. - no reports were r eceived or they w re not received n time for i elusion. 
'I : 
I 
i I I 
I I 
I 1 I I I ~-
I. Description of Table 6, Contractual Services - Professi(1nal ;Jnd 
Other Fees and Other Cont·~-actu;l- Se_l_V-J.l:~-8-,------------------- -
A. Budget Code Category 200 is called Contractual Services. It is 
defined as: 
All expenditures for services, other than by 
officials and employees of the State, which 
involve the use of equipment, materials or 
commodities. Such services are performed without 
giving to the State authority to direct or con-
trol the ability or skill of the persons per-
forming such services. 
The 11 sub-classes for Contractual Services are: 
201 - Freight, Express, Deliveries 
202 - Travel (See Table 3) 
203 - Telegraph and Telephone 
204 - Repairs (See Table 4) 
205 - Printing, Binding, and Advertising 
206 - Water, Heat, Light, and Power 
207 - Other Contractual Services 
208 - Professional and Other Fees 
209 - In-Service Training 
210 - Data Processing Services - State (added September 1976) 
211 - bata Processing Services - Other (added September 1976) 
B. For the most part, differences between the expenditure amounts reported 
on the manual forms and the computer tapes are a result of time lags. 
However, some large differences are because the computer program only 
captured expenditures in Budget Codes 100 through 700 and some agencies 
make large disbursements under Budget Code numbers higher than 700. 
For example, where most agencies will make expenditures for medical 
services under 207 or 208, the Department of Social Services made 
the bulk of its estimated $31.5 million expenditures for medical 
services under Code 1100. 
1100. Case Services and Public Assistance 
payments to include all expenditures for 
medical or rehabilitative purposes where such 
assistance is maintained on each case or where 
direct public assistance payments will be made 
to individuals based on a legal formula for 
special determination. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 6. 
A. Problem. To the best of the Audit Council's knowledge, there does 
not exist a comprehensive statewide fee schedule for professional 
consultants who may be providing the same relatively routine service 
for several different agencies at different rates. Not all types of 
professional consultants are amenable to standardization of fees, but 
some types of tasks, which require consultants and are performed in 
different agencies do appear to be appropriate for fee scheduling. 
B. Problem. After the Audit <ouncil initiated the reporting procedures 
for the Accountability Act the State Auditor's Office issued a 
memorandum requiring State agencies to obtain approval prior to engaging 
a consultant. The Auditor also issued an "approval" form which requires 
almost all of the same data as is required by the Audit Council's 
reporting forms for consultants. This results in apparently unnecessary 
duplication both for the agencies submitting forms and in records 
storage for the State Auditor and the Audit Council. The two require-
ments can probably be very easily consolidated into a single efficient 
oversight mechanism. 
C. Problem. The ~partment of Social Services seems to be the 
only agency witp an accounting structure so unique that very 
little of its ~\rpenditure activity can be reported in a format 
that is compati 1le with the format used by the other agencies 
in State Govern,1ent. Nor can the D. S .S. S]l::item generate a 











CONTRACTIJAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER FEES AND OrnER CONTRACTIJAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services: Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(·1) 
Form 8-A 
Total $ Amt. 
Spent 
Agency Legal 
Arrnnnt.<tnrv Roard of () I 
Adiutant General 0 
Adv. Bd for Rev. of Foster Care N/Rot. 
Adv. r.onnri 1 on Vnr. & Tee. Educatio 0 
Aeronautics; Commission 0 
Aging Commission on 0 
'Agriculture. Deoartment of 0 
A 1 f'nho 1 & nrm• Ahn!=!P Comm. on 0 
Alcnl1n1ir R<>u Control Comm. 0 
AmE>r RPv Ricentennial Comm. 0 
Architectural Examiners Bd. of 0 
Archives & Historv. Dept. of 0 
Arts Commission 0 
Attorney General 0 
Auditor's Office 0 
Finance Division 
Comouter Svstems Management 
Financial Data Processing 
Barber Examiners. Board of N/Rpt. i 
Blind Commission for the N/Rot. 
Cemeterv Board 0 ' 
Chilcil:"_en' $ _ Bur§!(ltl_ _ _ 563 J 
(2) 
Forn1 8-B 
















































(4) (5) (6) 
Source of Funds I 
$ Amt. $ Amt. $ Amt. ; 
From From From 
State Federal Other 
1R~ 0 
7,43 22.941 
N/Rpt. N/Rot. N/Rpt. 
-( 0 ( 
5. 729 0 ( 
c 13,980 ( 
c 0 13,20 
6.707 45.808 ( 
0 0 ( 
6 0 10,56 
0 0 ( I 
0 0 ( l 
0 0 ( 
0 0 ( 
3,468 01 ( 
1 
I 
l N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I 
0 0 ( i 




$ Amt. $ Amt. 
Spent Spent 


























CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER FEES AND OTHER CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services; Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) (2) (3) 
SCLAC FORMS 
Form 8-A Form 8-B Form 8-C 
Total $ Arnt. Total $ Arnt. Total $. Arnt. 
Spent for Spent for Spent for 
Agency Legal Medical Other 
Chironractic Examiners. Bd. of I N/Rpt. I N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
Citadel The ! 0 550 6 550 
Clark Hill Authoritv 583 0 10,370 
Clemson Universitv 1.362 26.867 1,050,372 
Colleee of Charleston 750 5.461 156.104 
Comptroller General 0 0 378 
Confederate Relic Room 0 0 0 
Consumer Affairs, Dept. of 0 0 0 
Contractors' Licensing Bd. 0 0 1,107 
Corrections, Dept. of 0 54,919 45,570 
Cosmetic Art Examiners, Bd. of 0 0 1,500 
Criminal Justice Academy 0 0 30,078 
Dairv Commission 4 516 0 349 
Deaf & Blind School for the 0 2 300 i 7 843 
Dentistry. Board of N/Rot. N/Rot. N/Rpt. 
Development Board. State 0 0 12,310 
Disaster Preparedness Agency 0 0 0 
Education, Dept. of I 0 0 I 172' 4 79 
Educational Television Commissior 1.288 150 I 660~497 
Election Commission, State 0 0 I 0 I 
Employment Security Commission I 0 0 0 i 
Engineering Examiners, Bd. of 0 0 I 0 
(4) (S) (6) (7) (8) 
EXPE~~ITURES FROM 
COtvfPUfER TAPE 
Source of Funds 
$ Arnt. $ Arnt. $ Arnt. $ Arnt. $ Arnt. 
From From From Spent Spent 
State Federal Other I Code 207 Code 208 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. I -;jRpt. I 77 0 
5.31'1 0. 1. 78 82,268 9.847 
10.95 0 ( 205 9.474 
62,48L 12,7 59 ~.003.36( 1,601,199 60,773\ 
78,28L 1,909 82,121 0 Oi 
37e 0 ( 616 O! 
c 0 ( 15 01 
c 0 ( 327 0 
1,107 0 ( i 1,422 4001 
88,314 12,175 ( ' 55,182 72 ,496! 
1,500 0 cl 2. 007 . lJ] 
0 0 30,071: I 81,149 1,257! 
4 865 0 c: Q. 4,8~1 8 943 1 200 cl 
n%1 N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rot. i 101 
10.771 1,539 1 9' 230[ 3, no: 
0 0 ~1----- 5 90 I 0! I 
3,963 38,487 130. 029_J____15~ 8271 412296; 
661 785 0 15~· 6962978: 522091: 
0! 0 l 8,6601 O· 






CONTRACTIJAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND 011-IER FEES AND OTI-:IER CONrnACTIJAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services; Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
_______ 1\._&e]lc:y 
Env. Sy13, Oper., Bd. of Cert. of 
Ethics Commission, State 




Foresters, Bd. of Regis. for 
Forestry Commission 
Francis Marion College 
Funeral Services, Board of 
General Services, Division of 
Governor's Office: Divisions of 
Administration 
Economic Opportunity 
Health & Social Development 
Health & Eriv.--Contr-ol~ ])ept. of 
!Higher Education, Comm. on 
Hi_gher Ed., Tuition Grants Com. 
Highway Department 
Housing Authority, State 
Human Affairs, Commission on 
Industrial Commission 
Insurance Commission 
(1) (2) (3) 
SCLAC FORMS 
(4) (5) (6) (7) (8) 
EXPENDITURES FROM 
COMPUTER TAPE 
Form~S--A Form 8-B Forffi1FC~~ --~---- Source oT Funas 






Spent for Spent for Spent for From From From 
Legal Medical Other State Federal Other 
N/Rpt. 
N/Rpt. 
o I o I o d ol 125 0 









































( 0 ( 0 0 
( 0 ( 0 0 
0 0 ( 0 0 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 0 0 
1,868 1.619 5,525 550 
33. 29_§ 0 ( 0 0 
0' 0 ( 0 0 
27' 3~~ 18,132·- 1,574 
45,292 183~9661 
1,408 553 
01 26,8121 6,46~! --zg-;42.4l·-----n,5oz 
N/R_IJ_t--: I NIR.P1::· L~LR.p_t. l! 357 ,825! 382,935 
o o a 1 1s31 ol 
0 0 Q 1 Oi 01 
79,853 9,244 549,670 0 0 638, 76 __ : 93,808: 404_.0631 
0 0 0 o1 o! q 1 o ~- - - - - £38l 
0 0 6,420 4,107] 2,313] en 3,205 1 01 
0 0 550 550[ Oj 0 550 




CONTRACTUAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND 01HER FEES Al'JD 01HER CONTRACTUAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services; Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) (2) 
Form 8-A Form 8-B 
Total $ Amt. Total $ Amt. 
Spent for Spent for 
Agency Legal Medical 
1 
John De La Howe School I 0 1,481 
Judicial Department 0 0 
_Tnuo:>ni 1"" Pl ~l'o:>mo:>nt- 1i. Aftercare 0 0 
T.~hnr nF'n~rt-mPnt- 11'17'1 0 
L-and Resources Conservation Connn 0 0 
Lander Collel!e 300 0 
Law Enforcement Div., State (SLEI:~ 0 0 
Librarv S. C. State 0 0 
MPnil';11 F.x;1miners Board of N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
MPnil';11 TTniuo:>r~itv of S. C. 48 276 331 732 
Mental He;1lrh Dent. of 0 28.516 
Mental Retardation Dept. of 0 34.340 
Motor Vehicle Manal!ement Div. of 0 0 
Museum Commission 0 0 
New Horizons Development Auth. 0 0 
Nuclear Advisorv Council 0 0 
Nursing, Board of 0 0 
Nursing Home Adm., Bd of Exam. for 0 0 
Opportunity School (1) 0 0 
Optometry & Opticianry Bd. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 
Parks Rec. & Tourism. Dept. of 0 0 
Patriot's Point Dev. Authority __ ~_403 0 
(3) 
SCLAC FORMS 
(4) (5) (6) ( 7) (8) 
EXPENDITURES FROM 
CO!vlPlJfER TAPE 
Form 8-C Source of Funds j 
Total $. Amt. $ Amt. $ Amt. $ Amt. $ Amt. $ Amt. 
Spent for From From From Spent Spent 
Other State Federal Other Code 207 Code 208 
920 1 ,81] 0 59 75 0 
0 { 0 c 969 
0 ( 0 82 0 
20.521 4,39 22,705 I 34,729 7,744 
2,400 2,10C 300 <! 7,328 10,353 
14,060 14,36C 0 < I 26,821 1,162 
10,490 10,49C 0 ( I 9,367 563 
2,280 1,90C 380 ( i 1,900 408 
N/Rpt. N7Rpt. NJRot. N/Rpt. f I 3,645 445 
1,078, 708 1. 276.696 58.293 123,72 I 0 0 
48.660 50.625 11.830 14' 72 ! 456,097 - 126.184 
1,344,333 649,645 729,028 (I 1,222,981 133,141 
0 0 0 ( 100 0 
0 b 0 ( 739 0 
300 300 0 ( ' 0 300 
0 0 0 ( I oi 0 
13,159 13,159 0 C I 8,4161 49J 
·a 0 0 l : 54! u 
3,062 0 0 3, 06L ! (1) {l) 
a\ N/Rpt. 0 0 _( I 79) 
47,958 2,816 0 45,14Lj 66 7,074: 31.4 73! 





OONTRACI'UAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER FEES AND OTHER CONTRACI'UAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services; Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Forms 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
(1) 
/ ... ___ ··--_,._, Form 8-A 
Total $ Amt. 
Spent 
Agency Legal 
I Personnel Divisinn State 0 
Ph.<~rm.<~r~utic.a1 Rxam Bd of 0 
Phvsiral 'T'hPr::mists Bd. 0 
~Qgiatr~ Examiners, Bd. of N/Rot. 
Ports Authoritv State (1) (2) 0 
Probation Parole & Pardon Bd. 0 
Psvcholo~N Bd. of Examiners in N/Rpt. 
Public Railwavs Comm. (1) 0 
Public Service Auth. (1) (2) (1) (2) 
Public Service Commission 0 
Real Estate Commission 500 
Research & Statistical Services 0 
Residential Home Builders 0 
Retirement Svstem 0 
S.<~nit Bcl of Rx::~m for Rel!is. I 0 
SPrnnrl Tn-i11rv '~<'•tnrl I 0 
Serrf't::~rv of StatP 0 
Snr i a 1 SPrui_c.es Deot. of (3) 
Snrial WnrkPr RP~:> Bd of 
I 
0 
Sneech Patholo>rv & Audiologv 0 
State CollP~:>P s. c. (1) i 0 
Status of Women Comm. on the 0 
(2) 
Form 8-B 
























i 1.187 i 




































(4) (5) (6) E~"BmiTURES ~~OM 
COMPUfER TAPE 
Source of Funds I\ 
$ Amt. $ Amt. $ i\mt . ! $ Amt . $ Amt. 
From From From Spent Spent 
State Federal Other Code 207 Code 208 
7. 38] 0 2,56 20,449\ 20,741 
( 0 0 0 
( 0 0 0 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 0 0' 
( 0 ( . (1) (2) (1) (2) 
( 0 ( 0 0 
N/Rpt. N/Rpt. N/Rpt. 1 450 0 
( 0 Q· (1) (1) 
(1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (l) (2) (1) ( 2) 
0 0 ( 30 01 
2,964 ~0 ( I 1, Yb4J 697! 
3,000 3,330 i I fl7ol 7 181 
600 0 Ql 0! 7881 
5,187 Oj 01 296 5,187 
0 0 ( l 0 0 
0 0! ( I 91 180 
0 0 (, 0: Oj 
(4) (4) (4) I i 728, 5ll' 75 .89~ 
g! 
ol a: ns. 0 
~I a~ 22( 0 2 787! err U2 (1) I I 
0 o! 01 81i OJ -
·-.. 
TABLE 6 
co;-.,rrRACTIJAL SERVICES - PROFESSIONAL AND OTHER FEES OTHER CONTRACTIJAL SERVICES 
(Budget Code 207 - Other Contractual Services; Budget Code 208 - Professional and Other Fees) 
Data Source: SCLAC Fonns 7, 8-A, 8-B, 8-C 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
Tax Commission ! 
Tech. & Camp. Ed., State Bd. forj 
Treasurer's Office, State 
University of S. C. i 
Veterans Affairs, Dept. of I 
Veterinary Examiners, Bd. of I 
Vocational Rehab., Dept. of 
Water Resources Commission 
Wildlife & Marine Res., Dept. of 1 
Winthrop College 
i Workmen's Compensation Fund I I 
Youth Services, Dept. of 
TOTALS 
Notes: 
(1) Detail of expenditures 
capability. 



















































eport this data under the Ace 
(3) DSS' expenditures for L ~gal services a e included in 
(3) (4) ( 5) (6) 
SCLAC 
Form s-.:.c -
$ . A:mt . A:r.1t • 1\ 
Spent for From From From 
her State Federal Other 
I 
0 q a\ Q 
46,656 58,39~ 0 ( 
0 ~ 0 ( ' 
1,599,387 ' 488' 117i 72,896 1,049,64(; I 
0 Q 0 ( : 
0 I q 0 ( 
142,503 I 46,053 100,1261 0! 
70,986 6 7' 728 2,890 36S 
329,182 54,205 148,975 128,16~ I 
3,364 0 1,200 2,57 ! 
u u u (T 
I 
.ll.L ,tU4 13,981 107,885 c 1 
i 
9,002 537 3,956,347 1,598,299 3, 338.946 
' 
( 7) ( 8) 
EXPENDITURES FROM 
CO\lPUfER 




I 526,071, 13,392i 
a: 30,6211 
1,602,007! 13, 52li 
Q, 01 
63, 0: 
128' 901, 20,405! 
71,6621 
203' 7951 44 '54~1 
or Of 
0/ 01 






)mputer records and the gencv has no comout~r taoe 2:erlera t.i no I ~ 
I 
)Untability Act I I I I I 
~_olumn 3 under ( ther. ll 1 i 
(4) Source of funds could npt be determine~ by the agency These cells re exc1uc ed from callculatio I of the co:Uumn totals, 






SELECTED S~Y OF AGENCY EXPE~~ITURES U\TIER BuTIGET CLASS 200~ CO~TRACT~\L SERVICES, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) 
201: 203: 204: I 205:-~- r· ZOo: I 209: 1 210: ! 22.::.: 
& 
of 2.587 8.554 I 12.410 
Comm. on i 0 8.542 431 
















Arch. Examiners, Board of 0 89 25 ( 2,626 1 0 0 0 0 I ' I 
Archives & History, Dept. of ; 0 1,987 900 5,995 l 0 267 797 0 
1 Arts Commission 
1 
205 4, 778 1, 981 I 6, 429 I 448 180 0 0 
! .Attornev Generai 27 9,557 i 142 i 1,836 I o 320 o 
Auditor's Office; includes: 1 ___ ; -~---· ___ , 
Finance Division ,-~- 178 -----·· 4,265 I 398 88 -------- --a--; 265 0 0 
~---computer Systems Management 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 ~ Q 
1 Financial Data Processing 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
I Barber Examiners, Board of 0 1 180 25 , 0 . 0 0 ~ 0 ___ .....:0::----
fBlind,' Commission for the 4,600 ' 22,882 5,173 : 9 1 5,254 1,216 ·___ 0 
I 
Qemetery Board 0 0 0 I 0 0 _______ .()___ 
Children's Bureau 0 2,155 449 392 I a ' __ _j)__ _______ __Q__ __ 
;Chiropractic Examiners, Bd. of 0 384 44 0 · 0 
j Citadel. The 112 35,894 130,886 18,829 122,051 __ __a_. _____ __o 
: Clark Hill Authority 0 804 
1 
0 2 ,180 J 47 0 Q_ 
iClemson University 6.214 227,129 i 277,975 117,382 622,206 0 --· 
..., 
S~?•:O.lr\l~Y ~ ,,,,,T' C .... A.SS 200: _ ~NJ , FOR THE QUJ~'{TER OC!'0B'::R - 19 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) -- ' 
201: 203: 204: 205: 206: I 209: 2::.0: 
Dat:.: 
, , Water Heat, 1 Processing 1 ~)races::; ::1~ 
, & & Ligh".:, cj i In-Service ; 
en 
Agency I Dcl.~\rer~es Repairs i PO\\'er ~ra~'l;::.Sn State ___ --r--
!College of Charleston : $ 309 22,127 · $ 0 $ 2, 896 I ~ 122,203 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 
!
!comptroller General 1 0 1 860 1 599 75 0 25 0 0 
I 
,confederate Relic Room I 0 96 123 21 
1 
0 0 0 0 
!
Consumer Affairs, Dept. of I 0 2 821 r 38 338 1 0 0 0 0 
.Contractors' Licensing Board : 0 255 i 95 0 0 0 0 0 
!corrections, Dept. of ! 86 61,394 23,484 1,280 253,239 780 16,185 Q I Cosmetic Art Examiners, Bd. of 0 665 100 0 0 0 0 __ . ___ Q__ __ _ 
!Criminal Justice Academy ! o 543 4 470 1 149 13 933 790 0 __ Q__ ___ _ 
!Dairy Commission : 0 451 53 0 0 0 361 ! Deaf & Blind, School for the 0 137 163 0 0 0 0----- =.=_ ____ Q___ ---
!Dentistry, Board of 1 0 641 0 0 0 0 · 0 
!Development Board, State I 200 16,943 19,668 52,636 0 697 0 0 
[Disaster Preparedness Agency 31 3,674 33 0 206 0 0 
!Education, Department of , 2,301 42,080 : 33,750 31,004 14,172 705 446 
;Educational Television Comm. 1 5,260 27,104 ! 11,798 3,313 57,081 2,419 0 
!Election Commission, State , 352 1,004 133 64,137 0 0 0 
[Employment Security Comm1ssion I 12,655 111,080 I 11,180 1,291 , 25,962 1,284 0 
:Engineering Examiners, Bd. of ; 20 86 I 38 
1 
6,046 1 0 0 0 0 
1Env. Sys. Oper., Bd of Cert. of j 0 0 129 i 0 I 0 0 0 0 
'Ethics Commission, State 0 142 75 1 446 0 ~ 180 0 0 
!Financial Institutions, Bd. of ! 
' Administration : 0 0 : 1 0 0 
I Bank Examiners · 0 580 · 21 0 1 0 0 
I Consumer Finance 0 176 41 0 0 0 
\Foresters, Bd. of Regis. for 0 0 0 31 0 0 











IT; Qll !.\'1 Tr; p -L ·~· !\ . .,,,, 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) 
76 
.. "'"'"'. . . -~ . -.......... 
Data Jet!:t 
1 Freig~t, Printing, Water !Ieett, 1 Process ~ 1 !'c..::e:c: 
! Express, & legraph & Binc:~ng, & Light, ,", Service 1 Serv:ccs 
Agency ! DeEvcri.es ':.'c" eDhone ~en2.irs Advertising Poh'CT ~:'ret~r~~ Sta;c ---· 
;Francis Marion College I $ 502 $ 13,604 ; $ 0 $ 6,734 ~ 83 1 364 $ 0 $ 0 $ 0 
,Funeral Services, Board of 0 200 · 0 503 0 0 0 0 
~eral Services, Division of 4,641 771,406 47,838 ~152,425 193,166 1,243 0 0 
:Governor's Office: Divisions o 
1 Administration 368 15,389 527 3,135 227 1 167 , 8 448 4 441 
f ' I 
1 2 
1 Economic Opportunity 0 2 465 186 408 0 4,040 · 0 0 
t ,.., .,.._t _1 ro .J_1 fi ___ ,_ -....... -----------~-
Ot!dl.I..U dllU ;:J>UC.Ld.L Ut::Vt:.LU]JlllClU .. , 0 4 069 344 3,370 ~~- ----· Q 0 0 
:Health & Env. Cont., Dept. of i 5,556 115,706 23,500 29,195 [ 52,641 0 0 
Higher Education, Commission on! 0 1 643 349 845 ! 0 16,500 u-----
r l 
! Higher Ed., Tuition Grants Com.l 0 678 0 0 ' ---o·-·-
!Highway Department , __ 9,334 46,176 1,772,897 47,112 I 142,694 -u __ ,_____.. __ o-···~· 
i Housing Authority, State i 0 1 016 80 545 0 215 0 -·-~·---··a··-
i Human Affairs, Commission on 0 3 899 65 9 509 0 662 ---- 0~,-----· ··a·· 
; Industrial Commission - o 2 667 607 0 0 200 r-----··--o··--·-· 
'Insurance Commission 0 6 930 2,668 678 0 0 ·()·-·-
John De La Howe School 0 0 0 ·· 0 0 -. -~--·-·a···-- - ··------
:Judicial Department 531 2 764 1,001 0 ---- 0 --;-----------u--·· 
;Juvenile Placement & Aftercare 0 2,020 52 31 171 
jLabor Department Q . 9,427 630 4,227 0 lS-,053 ___ _ 
iLandResourcesConservationCom.: 561 ' 3,284 1,121 2,010 I 136 .... _.6 .. ~ .. -·-.. -----·-=----·· 
Lander College 119 48,785 9 643 16 664 ! 34,997 ·-- 1,576-- ·-14i 
·Law Enforcement Div., State (SLED) 215 19.324 49 935 35 11 574 3,160 . :--:;::-----•-·-···---= 
'Library, S. C. State 23 3 166 610 1 999 721 322 --~----· 
• Medical Examiners, Board of 0 526 0 0 367 0 ------
:Medical University of S. C. 3 751 552,969 0 20,463 310,978 0 












SELECTED SUY:•t\.:{Y AGE:\CY EXPE\lDITL'RES l.T\:JE;z rr •\SC ;nr~> CO'~rnA("'T'TIAT SFRVTCJ::S FOR THE Ql'\n<TER Qf"T'QBFD - DEr"P\mFR 1 076 ~ "--'_.. • .J ...... ,,.._... ;\. •. :\1\......., •. ..Jl\.J....i ..._,.t ..._ .J..J J ;.. · •1'\l'U. ... \..,...;, .......t-'- v ......... .:...D~t -""' 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) 
j 201: 203: 204: 205: ! 206: I 209: 210: 2ll: 
i I , Data Data 
I Freight, Printing, 1 Water Heat, 1 Processing Processing 
! Express, & Telegraph & 1 Binding, & l Light, & 1 ·In-Service Services Services 
Auencv ! Deliveries 'l'ele'J:1one · Rena:rs Adver::::.sing I Pmver i Traln.~n{f S-<.:ate 01 
:..:;Q I I --' 
• - " $ 2 $ 60.558 . $ 36.589 $ 2.340 1 $ lflfL 'lRC) 1 
f.Lu~.t,WQ'=S\.!'=..&..Ya+, JifAQ1U..LUX.LOt pu. VJ.< V .J.....I7 J .t..V7 f v v v Q --













SELECTED SU:YMI\.l?_Y AGE\:CY EXPE\'DITlJR.ES BUDGET ClASS 200: CO\'TRi\CTUAI_, SERVICES, FOR TirE QUriJ{TER OCTOBER - DECE\fBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) 
I 201: ! 203: i 204: I 205: ! 206: I 209: 210: l 211: 1 
• i I Data I Freight, , i PriTlting, 1 Water Heat, j Process Processing 
II i Express, & ! Telegraph & i Bincling, & I , & In-Service Services Services 
Agency ! iveries ' TeJ.ephone : Repairs , AdverL.sing : Power i Training State 1 Other----, 
! Sanitarian§. Bd. of Exam for Reg.. $ 0 $ 0 . ~ 0 $ 0 ·
1
' $ 0 j' $ 0 $ ! S 0 
r 
I I r 
, Second Injury Fund ; 0 414 · 0 0 
1
· 0 i _Q___ , 
I Secretary of State ; 0 i 826 · 1.016 0 1 0 i 0 
I Social Services, Dept. of l 5,983 ' 88,153 I 7,448 490 ~~ 10.246 1,273 0 ! 0 
I
. Social Worker Regis., Bd. of j 0 . 0 i 0 0 ~ 0 0 0 . 0 
Speech Pathology & Audiology, I · : 
! Board of Examiners in : 0 0 0 0 i 
I State Colle e, S. C. I (1) 1 1 I ---(~1"-)--+----0~-...... 
1 Status of Women, Comm. on the 0 0 0 ! 0 ! 0 
j_!_a}!: 9~:>_11IDliE;sion I 321 1 7, 818 4, 312 1 0 0 
['I'ech.. & Comp. Ed., State Bd. of 4,090 16,134 ! 14,630 6,832 2,028 r·-~3:93-6 ------2,775 0 
j1'reasurer'80ff1ce, State I 0 1,133 1 1,424 3,271 0 . 20 0 ' 0 
iUniversity of South Carolina(2)i 17,786 306,522 ] 71,653 152,798 : 1,104,829 I 2,200 1.148 r- 2,352 ___ _ 
fVeterans Affairs. DeQt. of I 0 842 6 0 I 0 I 0 _ __Q ___ . 
:Veterinary Examiners: Bd. of I 0 204 0 0 
1 
0 I 0 __ Q_ ____ _ 
!Vocational Rehab., Dept. of , 0 81,062 1 20,608 235 i 23,630 II 1,754 --+--·--_ ___Q_ ___ _ 
!Water Resources Commission I 0 2,955 586 293 . 316 160 0 
;wildlife & Marine Re~Dept. of l 1,718 42,518 i 143,807 64,940 1 44 225 ! 906 42 --==-_692 -= 
; Winthrop College (3) \ 66 t 61,433 0 16,851 j 154.865 i 0 ,__ __,0.___, 
! Workmen's Compensation Fund I 0 ' 1, 357 225 0 ' 0 I 60 : ____ __Q_ __ 
:Youth Services, Department of : 11 22,081 15,580 351 1 61,538 i 20 0 
I I I 
--- ---·- --~-·--·· --------.. ! ' 
(1) These agencies nor are the carried, on the Co ed rec;ju:da.... 
CD The Univenity budget code __ 200: _J;bntr<:t::::C.:t.::::u.=a.:l......;;:=+ 




SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
I ' I I I I i ' I 
i 601: I 602: . 603: 604: I 605: 606: 607: I 603: ' 620: I 
'' 
\:0~()~ ~; !X\.\~'.~\':'E D:\':1\ 
OFFICE :-ICYJSE~C'~)J, ,5 ?RCCESS~\'G c::tT:r~ 
0 
Adjutant General 
'Adv. Bd for Rev. of Foster 
Care of Child 2, 207 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 
Adv. Council on Voc. & 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 o 0 Tech Education 
Aeronautics Commission 1,233 0 0 2,174 0 : 29,681 0 0 0 
Aging, Commission on 0 0 0 0 0 160 
. Agriculture, Department of 348 0 0 0 0 4, 734 
'.vi & Dru¥ Abw:;P. 
L;omm~SSl.On on___ 3, 387 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'·":Alcoholic Beverage 
-._j Control Commission 338 I 0 0 5, 783 0 0 0 0 211 
American Rev. 
Bicentennial Commission 3 124 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
~ -·-···......-, 
Architectural Examiners, 1 
Board of 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'hives & History , Department of ' 55 , 0 0 : 0 0 0 2, 926 0 1, 050 
' ----------
Arts Commission 0 0 0 0 5,243 0 l, 767 
Attorney General 0 0 0 0 






SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
60.:: 602: 603: 604: 605: 606: 607: 608: 620: 
:\0~ PASSE.'JGER / , 
i ~:OTOR 6 I:\A\~~1\TE . DATA ! 
OFFICE ' MEDICAL !iOUSEHCLD i VEHICLES & ; IQ:.JIP\·~E\1' & I AIRCRA.~ EDUCATI0:-\1\L PROCESSING i 011-!ER 
r_:r'JTP\rE..\Ff I EQUIP~IT'\'T T:Q1 TTP~!E\'T! t:QUTD\f'~~" •· 1 Ty-r:<-;FV'K I EQ1 TTP~1ENT F'"TPV':\"'' FQUTD\~tff ~ EQU 1 P\n~\"T' 
C;taclel, The is''(~) I$ (;)--! $" ~~; '·,$ L (;;- ~- ~2;'"' r ';;)· .. $ ~0~2)' .. $ :;;-· I$ ;~)-· . 
I s1s 1 o o l o r o o o o 1 o 1 
AGE~CY 
Clark Hill Authority 
Clemson University ~--- (2) ! (2) i (2) I (2) ' (2) I (2) I (2) i (2) I (2) 
College of Charleston :------<2> 1 (2) : (2) 1 (2) (2) 1 (2) 1 (2) --~- · -<2>-- - -r (2) , 
l I 
I Comptroller General ! 0 0 1 0 0 I 0 
Confederate Relic Room 0 ! 0 0 ~--- 0 i 0 I 0 l 30 0 I 0 I 
c Aff . I I I I I 
I onsumer a1rs, I 1 ' ' Department of 538 . 0 0 ; 0 0 I 0 1 0 ' 0 , 0 
Contractors' Licensing Board 0 ! 0 0 I 0 ; 0 0 1 0 : 0 i 0 
~·Corrections, Department of 15,263 1,336 19,055 I 89,764 7,043 0 1,131 150 6,531 
00 
Cosmetic Art Examiners, Bd of. 0 1 0 : 0 i 0 0 0 ! 0 0 0 
Criminal Justice Academy 6,971 ! 0 435 ! 3,300 1 0 . I 0 I 5,345 0 1 0 
Dairy Commission 331 i 0 0 ! 0 0 
1 
0 I 0 0 0 
Deaf & Blind, School for the 53 I 0 0 ' 0 
1 
0 I 0 \ 0 1 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 i 0 ' 0---i-- 0 0 
' j 
Dentistry, Board of 
Development Board, State 2,151 0 0 i o 0 I 0 0 0 0 
Disas;t~r_P_I'~p_aredness Agency , 696 0 0 0 0 I 0 1 0 0 : 
' --.-----1 
1,597 
Education, Department of 1 11
1
057 · 0 0 i 982,196 0 ! 0 ;1, 994:-887 -- ' 0 5,707 
Education Television j 
Commission 7,316 0 0 476 0 i 0 59,354 0 0 
Election Commission, State 35 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Employment Security Commission 146,138 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 425 
Engineering Examiners, 
Board of 4 7 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Env. Systems Operators, 
Bd. of Cert. of 2,516 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
r-- ----~--0-------
,-----------.---------;--------------
Ethics Commission, State 5, 984 . _ _ _ 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
'TABLE '8. 
SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
6C:l: : 602: 6:)~,: 60/: 61)5: CJC6: 007: 608: 62r): 
Financial Instffufions, --------s s ,.. \ .~\ 
0 0 0 0 
-~ s ___ _____:_ -:: $ 
0-, 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Consumer Finance 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
FOresters, "Board of 0 1 0 0 
Registration for 0 0 
0 : 0 0 0 
0 0 6,402 
General Services, Div. of 968 0 0 3,645 0 0 0 0 
~ Govenor's Office: Div. of 
~-------------------------------r-------------,----------------------~------------~-------------4----------------+-----------_,------------~-------------
3,287 o 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
----~-----
0 - 0 0 0 0 0 0 
4,070 () 0 0 0 0 0 0 
138,146 1,621 3,690 0 0 12,446 401 
218 ~ 0 : 0 0 0 0 0 
143 
14.790 
~ousing Authority 0 0 0 
Commission on 1 263 0 0 
Industrial Commission 2 602 0 0 
Insurance Commission 2,275 0 0 . -~· 
John De La Howe School 0 0 0 




SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
1 60:!_: 1 602: 603: 6Qt,: 605: 606: 607: 60S: i 
\:0::\ !' ASSE-':G::R 
;:; ; ::\; \. \' ~:~ ~ \T:::: 
~~ 
Medical University of S. C. 
Mental Health, Dept. of 20,510 0 0 3 •. 
-Hental Retardation, 
Department of 15,206 29,341 53,623 7,118 4,548 0 9,742 ( ) 
Moij~~i~Ig~c~I Management, 604 0 0 16 7, 722 0 0 ! 0 ( ) 
Museum Commission (3) 
New Horizons Development 
Authority 
Nuclear Advisory Council 
Nursing, Board of 
Nurs1ng Home Adm1n., Bd. of 
Exam1ners for 
Opportunity School~ Wil 
Lou Gray 
OJIT orne try --&----ope:; c 1nary 
Board of Exam1ners 1n 
Parks,-- R.ecreaHon & 
Tourism, Dept. of 




Physical&Therapistst Bd. of Exam. Regl.S. :to 
-
395 0 0 0 0 0 ; 318 ( ) 
1 -I I ----, 
0 0 0 0 0 I 0 I 0 ( ) 
-
0 0 0! 0 0 0 0 ( ) 
I 
399 0 0 0 0 0 1 214 ( ) 
) o o o 1 o o .i o ! o < 
-· • I 







0 0 0 0 0 0 
~----------~r-----------~-------------~----------------r------------------, 
0 11 927 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 0 
--------~-~~-~--·-
0 





















SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600; EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal State, and other sources of funds.) 
e'::..: : 602: r;0:z:: rcr>~': 6os: 6(;6: l -6:J"~-----; 60'\: l 
i 
~\ :0'~'()~~ 
cr:r: ~ e:: '· r~: ') = CA :_ r_ 'C''~Ts~~: T(\'f _.~ ~lE>~= c~=.s 1:r 
Y0\ :•:\SSE\Cf~f( 
. '\,\_\ :'.T: 
~~Qr_r ·· n\ ·r~\·~~ r .\ T '7,C:'\: \e:· 
ll.\"' ~ _ .. . :\ 
E::''~'G\":"~0\:\~" PT<.CCSS=\S 
F,2 ~J : 
r·y-,., ,. 'r" 
1::~·1 1 ~-~).\~:-_\'_~, :~t,':l~~T~)~,,~:\.-;- ~~ ''l 
-------------------·----· ·-··------. ------------·--- -----. 
AGf:.\CY -.~~'~1-~-- \ r-- \~'~- --~--' ~ ~- ~·~: ----~_\ _____ ,2~~~~-~:~~:~ -~·-'_'~<' ~ \'~' ' ~(~r~~ -~ ~-~~~-----'~·~·1 ; ' -~- ~~ ~~----
Podiatry Examiners, Board of ~­















(: 0 ,. 0 ... 













Public Railways Commission 
' Public Service Authority 
. Public Service Commission 
~eal Estate Commission 
Research---a; StatisticaT 
Services Div. of 
Res1dentiai Home Builders 
Commission 
· Retirement System 
San1C:frTans, B'd-:-oi 
Examiners for Reg. 
Second Injury Fund 
Secretary of State 
Social Services, Dept. of 





























126,067 0 175 
(1) (1) (1) 
(1) (1) (1) 
197 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0 
148 0 0 
Board of 0 0 0 0 0 0 








































State College, S. C. (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) (1) (2) __ _(_ll_ _ _ill ___ _ 
Status of Women, Commision on 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 9 
Tax Commission 3,416 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -------- -
'rech. & Camp. Ed. , ( ) 
State Board of 2 (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) --------··- -
Treasurer's Office, State 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 









SUMMARY OF AGENCY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, FOR THE QUARTER OCTOBER-DECEMBER 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and for some agencies will include Federal, State, and other sources of funds) 
6nl. i 6n?· l 603· 
1 
6nt!· ! 61)S· I 606· 1 Af'7· 1 60::;· I r.,')r •• 
'-' ......... • ' '>..' ..... • ~ • "" i" • \ ... • • "-' ._j • j \...,; ._ • ~ ......... -' • 
:\C''\ " ". ~." '""'"' I . 
~1\TA 
OFFICE HOUSEHOLD. & T~:)'~~xr ft A!.?.CRA'C'f I ElUO\T~CXA'".-: PROC2SSI'\G 0'"' r:::~ 
AGENCY Ec~:.., ~ ~-.~~. :: ~~~ 
Veterans Affairs, 0 
Water Resources Commission 853 0 0 0 0 
1
1 0 ! 0 0 -- -5, 332 -, 
I I 
1a,427 I o 2,813 812 7,420 o o o 1 9s,n5 
--· - -- ;n) I (2) (2) (2) (2) (2) {2) (2) (2) 
Workmen 1 s Compensation Fund 2, 514 j 0 0 0 0 i 0 . 0 0 0 : 
Youth Services Department 
1 
• of ' 37,326 0 35,494 . 4,900 750 ! 0 10,539 2,750 1,381 
! ! 
I I I 
(1): These agencies do not have computer tape generating capabiltties nor are they carried on ~he Comptroller General's records in detail. 










------------ -- -------------- ..,_, 
SUHNARY OF QUARTERLY EXPENDITURES FOR BUDGET CODE 600: EQUIPMENT, 
FOR UNIVERSITIES, COLLEGES AND TECHNICAL COLLEGES, OCT.-DEC. 1976 
(Note: These are total expenditures and will include 
Federal, State and other sources of funds.) 
Citadel, The 
Clemson University 
I . . 
I College of_ Ch13.rJ_est_o_n _ 
Fra_nc~s _1-fclrion -~oJlegt:: ________ _ 
Lander Co_llege 
Medical University 
]state College, S. C. 
Tee & Camp. Ed., State Bd of 
University of S. C. 































-- ------------- ----T- ------ -------
002: I ~- ~: 
>~~~IJC\L ;::~·~:,~':0 
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1 J.lUC1\ 11 CN '\L 
FQll l l ·;.11 :NT 
1\ ( I:: \CJ:. G LQU l p;.n::NT 
\\JN J \\SSI :J":t ;ER 
& I ;\' \;\.; I ~ L \l'E 
EQUJF•1FNT, & 
LlVLSlOCK 
Citadel, The 1 $ 
Clemson University j 
College of Charleston I 
Francis Marion College ] 
Lander College ] 
Medical University _ _ _ _ __ J 
State College, S. C. ____ ---j 
I Tee & Camp. Ed. , __ st_a~~ _B~_o_f __ _ 














l'1~0CFSS J NG 
FQU l P~li:NT 
Citadel, The 
Clems~n University 
College __ of Cl!arleston 
Lander_ ~~ll~~e _ 
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_-]~_- -- - JV -~ 
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~a=--- ]_ --




J:i~U l P~ ~~ :;.;T 












1 91,223 32, 692 139 
I s9, 713 -o- 4,886 
-, 
Tee & Co~. Ed., State Bd of j 
l 
1 
Universi~y of S. C. 
Winthrop ~allege 
1 57 ;:~0 925 ;:~2 ~~-f:~-= 
3~~~58 1 19~~~6 ··_· _·
1
1. _8~~~8 •. r ·. 43.::~ ~=- ·· _ 
-o- _ .. L _17}_,_Lt2_7_ -o- _____ j ____ -o_:___ _ ____ j 
''t,OO '.j 1 >:tJ,·:•tly ~s ~m intcJn:ll '~oclc used by Winthrop & U.S.C. 
'"'.'hi:+ .;:.d t.J:> ;·;(' .,,;,iii~<-n;Jl r-,,,ks to he u~~cd by co11cgcs and univl'r::;itics only. 
(1) This agency does not have computer tape generating capabilities and the agency is not 
carried on the Comptroller General's rernrds in detail. 
6' 
I. DESCRIPTION OF TABLE 9. Top 100 Commercial Vendors Receiving Payments 
from the State. 
A. Table 9 lists the "Top 100" commercial vendors based on the amount 
of funds paid to them by the State during the quarter October-December 
1976. This table was prepared from a computer printout designed by 
the Audit Council. The original printout actually lists the 
"Top 200" in exactly the same format as the table. 
B. The first column on the printout has 26 spaces, therefore, some of 
the vendor names are truncated. The second column shows the total 
amount the vendor received from the State during the quarter. The 
third column in the future will show the amount the vendor has 
received to date for the fiscal year. 
II. ANALYSIS OF TABLE 9. 
A. Problem. The rank-order of the list is not totally accurate since 
the State does not have a unique identifier for each commercial 
vendor, such as the Federal Employer Identification Number. The 
computer program sorts and cumulates on all recorded expenditures 
by the name of the payee. Depending on how the payee's name is 
spelled on each check, the name will appear in more than one place 
in the list. For example, the computer program will treat 11Exxon", 
Exxon Co.," and "Exxon Company" as three different companies. This 
means that the printout listing must then be reviewed by an analyst 
and the figures totaled manually whenever a payee appears under 
multiple spellings. The rank-order must then also be re-done 
manually. 
Inaccuracies in Table 9 occur because if there are six ways to 
spell a company's name on a check but only five of them appear in 
the "Top 200" printout listing, the total figure shown in Table 9 
will be an understatement. Possible solutions to this problem 




TOP 100 COMvfERCIAL 'VE\TDORS RECEIVI~G PAYMENTS FROM THE DURI\G QUARTER OCTOBER - DEC~ffiER 1976 
Vendor Name 
1. Exxon Comnany 
2. Southern Bell 
3. Congaree Construction 
4. ARA Services 
5. R. H. Elliott 
6. Epting-Ballenger CoiQoration 
7. Satterfield Construction 
8. J. F. Cleckley and Co. 
9. Postmaster 
10. Sloan Construction 
11. IBM 
12. S. C. Electric & Gas 
13. Thea Bros. Construction Company 
14. Thomas Built Buses Inc. 
15. James T. Tr~IJlett Inc. 
16. General Stores 
17. McCrory-Surnwalt Construction 
18. Cecil's Inc. 
19. E. E. Dan?:an 
20. Sunnlv Denot 
21. MaCDouQ:ald Construction CQJJl.J:lliflV 
22. Theo Bros. Construction Company 
23. Edisto Asphalt Inc. 
24. Thrift Bros. Inc. 
25. Sharpe Construction Inc. 
26. Delay & Daniels Inc. 
2 7. Duke Power Company 
28. Republic Contracting Company 
29. Blue Cross/Blue Shield 
(1) 
(1) 
$ Amt. Reed. 
From State 
This FY 
$ Amt. Reed. 
From State 
This Qtr. 
!2 500 195.ool -
1 700 000.00! 
11 613 969.00' 
1 459.849. 72 
11,457,684.00 
1,383,592.92 
11,231 '902. 00 
1 186 475.78 
il' 099' 184 o 00 1 
' 939~171.00. 












527 434.27 l 
I 494,153.00: 
487,042.64 i 
425,000. 00 I 
417,220.87\ 
1 377,944.39 
374 ,L/3. 09 
Vendor 
jl 30. U. S. Construction COIDJ2an.;):: 
1
1 31. Inland Bridge Company Inc. 
l 32. F. A. TriQlett Inc. 
J· 33. DeQartment of Trans12ort 
1 J 34. Southern Roadbuilders 
L 35. Standara Savin s 
. R. B. Pon onstruct1on Co 
· Dickerson Inc. 
R. F. Goodson Construction Com12any 
Banks Construction Company 
T.trh.; +vvn:r.....,.._ D"Y""""'+h.,.....,....C"' T,.,......, 
11 46. Smith Gradinll & Pavinll 
1 47. Hunter Brothers Inc. 
148. Henderson Advertisin~ 
I 49. L-J Inc. 
50. Sanders Brothers Construction Comnanv 
51. R. L. Bryan Company 
52. Richland Memorial Hospital 
53. Mrs. Evel)~ D. Taylor 
54. Carolina Bridge Company 
55. Western Carolina Construction 
.56. Asphalt Prqducts Corporation 
57. Thomas C. Brown Agency 
- 1 ;,!). Reeves Brothers Construction Company 



































'?QQ 1'-0G 1'-0 
I 
247.0l9,Q4j 




















TOP 100 COMv!ERCIAL VENDORS RECEIVING PAYMENTS FRCM THE STATE DURING THE QUARTER OCTOBER - DECEMBER 1976 
Vendor Name -·- - ·---~-
59 International Paner 
60. Auto Insurance Plans Services 
61. Sherman Construction Company 
62. Banks Construction Company 
63. Peek Pavement Markings 
164. Seaco Inc. 
65. Willis Construction Company 
66. Benson Chrysler Plymouth 
67. Swain Construction Company 
68. Babcock Center for Retarded 
69. A. T. Sistare Construction 
! 














70. American Science & Engineering Company 125,000.00 
71. HeYWood-Wakefield Company 124.770.38 
72. Hunter Brothers Inc. 124,233.95. 
73. General Electric Company 122,016.631 
74 Coastal Inst. Dist. 12L405. 251 
75. Blackmon Construction Company 120.987.27' 
76. Knox-Rivers Construction Comoanv 120,737.35. 
77. Ashmore Brothers Inc. 120,643.35 
78. Fisher Scientific Company 114,279.76 
79. The Colonial Cuo 111,860.00 
80. Stechert MacMillan Inc. 111,192.53 
81. F. W. Faxon Company Inc. 104,846.60 
82. A .T Kellos Construction 102.000.001 
83. The Fechheimer Brothers 101,649.08 
84 Miller Tire Service 100.895.97 
85 Gulf Oil Cornoration 100,363,42 1 
186 Harbour Town Inc. of Mvrtle ______ LJJ)Q ,000. 00 i 
$ Amt. Reed. 
From State 
This FY 
- -- - - Vendor Name - ·----·- - -
87. Palmetto Construction 
88 . T. .1. M::~m rf::tcturinQ' r., lY 
89. Tho u~ct'":t Unifonn Inc 
90. Columbia Office Stmnlv 
91. PiQQlY WiQQlY 
92. Moore Business Forms 
93. Mason Construction Company 
94. Copeland Construction Company 
I! 9 5. Rose Quality Paints 
96. Western Carolina Tractor 
97. State Printing Company 
98. Macon Prestressed Concrete 
99. C. L. Benton and Son Inc. 
100. Charles H. Cra1g Construction 
101. The Charles Lea Center 
102 · Lockwood l.rP.fme Enoi neer 











100 ooo on 
































I. DESCRIPTION OF LEGISLATIVE BUDGET INFORMATION REPORT - LEVEL I-A. 
A. In FY 77-78 the Level I-A Budget Report will provide a s brief 
document which shows the total amount of funds available to each 
agency, how much has been spent - and for what purposes. In addition, 
the Audit Council will have on file this same data arrayed in a variety 
of different levels and types of aggregation. Since the Fiscal 
Accountability Act reporting requirements were not mandated to be 
implemented until the second quarter, all of the data for FY 76-77 
could not be captured. 
B. The first column is a list of State agencies which either can generate 
their own computer tape, or the detail of their financial transactions 
is carried on the Comptroller General's computer system. There are 
three agencies that do not have a computer tape generating capability, 
are not carried on the Comptroller's system in detail, and are 
required to comply with the Accountability Act's reporting procedures. 
These agencies are Wil Lou Gray Opportunity School, the Public Railways 
Commission, and South Carolina State College. State College is cur-
rently installing a new computer system and will soon have a tape 
generating capability. These three agencies do not appear on the 
computer printout. 
The accounts under the Miscellaneous Section of the Appropriations Bill 
also appear because it was assumed that the General Assembly would 
find this capability useful. However, the appropriated amounts could 
not be verified in time for printing. In the future the entire list 
will be in alphabetical order. 
C. The data for the column titled "State Appropriated Funds 11 were 
obtained from the Comptroller's records as of March 1977. However, 
the expenditures data are from December 1976. Also, the expenditures 
reflect all funds regardless of source. Therefore, in those agencies 
where large expenditures appear and no State Appropriations are shown, 
the expenditures are from Federal or other fund sources. 
II. ANALYSIS OF BUDGET INFORMATION REPORT - LEVEL I-A. 
A. Problem. There are 140 accounts carried in detail on the Comptroller 
General's computer system. Excepting the three agencies cited above, 
all of the remaining "Lump Sum" agencies have a computer tape generating 
capability. The Comptroller's office has developed programs for show-
ing the detail of budgeted amounts for 140 accounts to begin with FY 
77-78. The "Lump Sum" agencies, with the exception of the Department 
of Social Services, have indicated that they could provide the same 
data in the format necessary for producing the various types of 
Legislative Budget Information Reports if required to do so. 
B. Problem. The Accountability Act currently only requires that agencies 
report on their State appropriated funds. It does not require accounta-
bility for Federal funds, Earned funds, or any others. Without this 
data a meaningful comparison cannot be made between the total funds 
available to an agency and the agency's expenditures. 
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I. DESCI\lPTION OF THE cmtNOIHTY l'tiRCHASES HEPORTINC SYSTEH. 
A. State law requires that products or services to be purchas(.'d by all 
State agencies and departments costing in excess of $1500 be purchased 
through competitive public bidding. It is also required by the Office 
of the Comptroller General that all vouchers for payment of products 
or services that fall within the limits of Section 1-24, Code of Laws, 
1962 for a single item or group of related items will have to have 
attached either a copy of the purchase order from the Division of 
General Services or certification from the agency that requirements 
had been met on exempted items or items purchased from term contracts 
administered by Central State Purchasing. Certain commodities, such 
as medical supplies, costing in excess of $1500 are defined as Exempt 
Items in the manual, Purchasing Policies and Procedures which is 
published by the Division of General Services. These items may be 
purchased directly by agencies in accordance with the procedures 
outlined in the manual. 
B. Agencies may obtain commodities costing less than $1500 through several 
methods. They may purchase directly from a commercial vendor those 
commodities for which a statewide Term Contract has been negotiated. 
A Term Contract establishes a source of supply for a commodity for a 
specified period of time at a definite price without a guarantee of 
quantities. These contracts are catalogued and all State agencies must 
order from them. Another purchasing method is the Scheduled Buy. State 
agencies submit their requirements to the Division of General Services 
where they are combined and the commodities are purchased in specified 
quantities several times a year. 
For the State's smaller agencies a large portion of their commodities 
costing under $1500 are obtained directly through the Central State 
Purchasing Office of the Division of General Services. Most of the 
larger agencies have their own purchasing departments for managing 
commodity acquisition. These agencies are also required to make pur-
chases in excess of $1500 through the Central State Purchasing Offices. 
C. The Fiscal Accountability Act requires that commodity purchases, 
regardless of type, be reported to the Division of General Services 
in the format prescribed by the Division. The Division is required to 
submit reports of the commodity purchasing activity to the Audit 
Council. A sample of each of the three types of report formats which 
the Audit Council has on file follows this section. A list provided 
by the Division showing which purchasing methods are used by 
which agencies follows the three sample formats. 
II. ACCOMPLISHMENTS OF THE COMMODITY PURCHASES REPORTING SYSTEM. 
A. The establishment of the first statewide central vendor file is 
certainly one of the most important achievements of the Accountability 
Act. Each commercial vendor who does business with the State is 
assigned a vendor identification number. All purchase orders include 
the vendor's number.. Prior to the new system, the Division of General 
Services had approximately 4,000 vendors on their computer file. 
Today their file has approximately 25,000 vendors recorded. This file 
provides a much improved data base for the State in the development of 
Term Contracts. It will also allow private industry better access to 
the State market through better advertising of the public procurement 
activities of the State. In turn, this reinforces the principles 
of competitive bidding in public procurement. 
B. The Audit Council asked the Division of General Services to evaluate 
the current status of the commodities reporting system. The following 
comments were a part of the response from the Division Director. 
The commodity purchases reporting system has 
provided for a better insight into the scope 
of purchases made by Central State Purchasing 
and other agencies by the State. There is a 
uniform system which is providing a consolidated 
report showing who is buying what, from whom, and 
84 
the amount of money being spent. Items 
can be identified that should be consolidated 
for purchase through term or scheduled contracts. 
Agency purchases which exceed $1,500.00 that 
should have been bought through Central State 
Purchasing are identified. 
The report also shows those agencies that 
utilize Central State Purchasing exclusively 
and do not need a purchasing function. The 
distribution of the workload between Central 
Purchasing and agencies that have a purchasing 
function is also identified. 
C. The Division will send to each agency a printout showing the agency's 
purchase order activity for the quarter. These are similar in their 
format to the quarterly reports the Division sends to the Audit Council. 
It is anticipated that this will be a useful tool for agency managers. 
III. DISCUSSION OF PROBLEM AREAS. 
A. The Director's correspondence also cited the following problem 
areas. 
One problem that hinders the implementation of 
the optimum commodity purchases reporting system 
is that of.allowing agencies to aggregate items 
under $200.00 as opposed to reporting each line 
item and having the computer programmed to aggre-
gate those items for reporting purposes. The 
information should be stored by line item and 
thus be available for recall. 
The information reported by Central State Pur-
chasing appears more accurate than that reported 
by the individual agencies. This could be over-
come by all agencies becoming more familiar with 
the vendor and the Commodity Codes. 
Another obstacle is the time frame in which 
agencies submit their data to Central Purchasing. 
Currently, the data may be submitted at any time 
during the quarter. If the information could 
be furnished to State Purchasing monthly, the 
workload would be more evenly distributed and 
the edit and correction of errors would be done 
faster. 
We are already dealing with these problems and hope 
to have them resolved by the end of the fiscal 
year. 
B. Another problem area that has been brought to the attention of the 
Audit Council is that there seems to be very little use of automation 
in purchasing procedures in State agencies. 
C. Among those agencies that cut their own purchase orders there appears 
to be little uniformity in the formats. This makes it difficult for 
these agencies to report their commodity purchases to the Division of 
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Motor Vehicle Mgmt. 
Museum Commission 
Parks, Recreation & Tourism, Dept. of 
Probation, Parole & Pardon Board 
Public Railvays ~sioa 
Retirement System 
Second Injury Fund 
Social Services Dept. 




Tech. & Camp. Ed., State Bd. 
Vocational Rehabilitation 
Water Resources Commission 
Wildlife & Harine Resources 
Winthrop College 
Youth Services 
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A. The Legislative Audit Council is charged under the Accountability Act 
to provide reco~nendations to the General Assembly regarding the 
State's reporting procedures. The recommendations are being prepared 
for presentation. In general, they will outline phases for the con-
tinuing development and refinement of the Legislative Accountability 
Information System. In its final form the centralized system that 
serves the information needs of the General Assembly would also be 
an effective mechanism for planning, oversight, evaluation and public 
accountability. It would be efficient and economical because its data 
base would be developed from routine records-keeping procedures within 
the State's administrative bureaucracy. 
A manager or analyst could quickly extract from the System whatever 
data might be needed for analyzing a particular problem and could have 
the data arrayed or summarized in whatever format seemed most useful. 
For planners, auditors, statistical analysts and economists a large 
advantage comes from being able to quickly review the same data in 
several different formats. 
II. SUNMARY. 
A. The Legislative Audit Council has begun the preliminary audit design 
for five audits recently requested by the General Assembly. The data 
that was reported under the Accountability Act has already been put to 
use in developing these audit designs. It is anticipated that the 
development of an accountability data center will significantly reduce 
the time needed for portions of the research phase of an agency or 
program audit. 
\ 
B. Again, it should be noted that the problem areas cited in the narrative 
for the data tables are preliminary. Steps have been taken to research 
these problem areas more fully. For example, the Audit Council recently 
distributed a questionnaire to all State agencies which asked for 
comments on many of these issues. The questionnaire also asked for a 
detailed agency critique and recommendations regarding the Accountability 
Act's reporting procedures. 
C. A design for storage and access to the data in the Accountability Data 
Center is being developed. For maximum economy and space use efficiency 
the design centers on the use of microfiche. This will mean that copies 
of data can be reproduced, stored, and distributed for a fraction of the 
cost of relying solely on traditional hard-copy computer printout. The 
plans also include having an Accountability Data Center with microfiche 
records and microfiche reader/printers in the State House if the 
General Assembly so desires. 
D. Storage and data access are being coordinated with the Comptroller 
General and the State Auditor. Copies of the expenditure data from 
the first reports are being made available to both the Auditor and 
the Comptroller. The data must be treated in accordance with the 
provisions of the Freedom of Information Act. 
III. CONCLUSION. 
A. The thrust of the Accountability Act is to provide useful information 
to the General Assembly. This volume has briefly described what data 
is now available and has presented selected summaries of some of the 
data. The usefulness of the data is now being evaluated by the Audit 
Council. Initial observations indicate that the data will be very 
useful for audit purposes. 
Most important, however, the Audit Council needs comments from the 
General Assembly evaluating the usefulness of the data for legislators. 
B. In general, the Audit Council feels that the State-level information 
system being developed from the Accountability Act will channel the 
State's information resources in a way that greatly improves the 
efficiency and effectiveness of governmental oversight. 
A P P E N D I C E S 
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Correspondl'IH'<' Rer,<~rding Publk Service :\uth,)ri.ty's Repnrtinr. 
Obligations Under the Fisc<~] Accnuntnbility Act 
LEGISLATIVE AUDIT COUNCIL 
STATl: OF SOUTH CAROLINA 
500 BANKERS TRUST TOWER 
COlUMBIA, SOUTH CAROLINA 29201 
February 22, 19 77 
TI1e Honorable Daniel R . .f\1cLeod 
Atton1ey General of South Carolina 
Wade Hampton Office Buildjng 
Colwnbia, South Carolina 29201 
I):; a r (',enural t•icLeod: 
TELEPHONE: 
803-758-5322 
I would 1 ike to request an Attorney General's Opinion 
regarding the validity of the Legislative Audit Council's 
.interpretation of the Stevenson Fiscal Accountability Act 
as it affects the Public Service Authority. The Legislative 
Audit Council's interpretation is fully explained in the attached 
memorandum of October 13, 1976. · 
.· 
Since at this time we are in the midst of preparing the 
first rC'port required illlder the Stevenson Fiscal Accmmtabj lity 
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Exrcutive Director 
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Deputy Director 
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October 13, 1976 
M E M 0 R A N D U M 
Mr. William C. Mescher, Executive General ~~nag~r 
S. C. Public Service Authority 
Legislative Audit Council 
Organization Chart Preparation in Compliance with 
the Stevenson Fiscal Accountability Act of 1976 
The public Service Authority is in a unique posHion in 
regard to its status under the Stevenson Fiscal Accountability Act 
of 1976. 
After a careful review of the Stevenson Act and con-
ferences with other agencies with certain similarities to the 
Public Service Authority, we see that your agency, at tlds time, 
is only affected_qy Section 2 (3), Section 6 and Section 7. The 
intent of the Aci ~ections 2 and 3 is to ensure that all state 
agencies provide an Org~11ization Chart to the State Personnel 
Division. Sf'ction 6 cites "authori';.C',l positions" and SPctio<1 
2 (3) defines this as " ... all e1nploy;;,ent pusitions fun,h:d in the 
current State GcnPral AppropLiat ion Act <HHl any other posit it>i1S 
created to be occupied by any person rl,port ing directly or 
indirectly to any persons comp•'n~>:.~ted in vhole or in part by fLw<1s 
appropriated by the General As:-~r·lilhly". From rev:ic:·,.J of this 
definition with the authors of the Act, it is c]e;n th:~t tlJ,oir 
intent is to include agencies whose boarJ nH~m':lcrs arc appui11ted 
by and are responsible to the Governor. 
·-
You will note that we have encJos8d a copy of the 
B:~:>v_ised_ In_§t_ructions Package_ dated August 19, 1976 and a He.l~,_<?rand~l_m_ 
dated Oct<)ber The Mernorandum contains refinements in the 
Organization Chart reporting instructions outlined in Section III 
of the Revi_sed Inst:ruct~ons Pack·1ge. Both docur,wnts are enclosed 
in order to provide as complete an infoC<:l<Ition picture as possible 
to your azency. The Organiz.:1t ion Clurts are to arrive at the 
State Personnel Divi,;ion by January 15, 1977 . 
Although the precise >.Jor<.1i11g of the Stevenson Act in 
regard to areas other than Personnel requices reporting only of 
State Appropriated f1mds, the Lezislative Audit Council feels that 
the intent of the let:, islat ion was to include ..?Ll state agencies in 
the reporting of budL,etary activities. We anticipate that some 
changes in the Act reay be made in this regard during the next 
legislative session. 
Please contact us ir..;u:·ojately if you have any questions 
regarding the reporting n~quirei;P'"nts. Thank you for your coopera-
tion. 
GLS/rt 
Enclosure 
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